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Game Overview
The year is 1943. After their stinging defeat at Stalingrad, the Germans are desperate for a huge victory. They mass their best forces in the 
vast plains of Russia for an all-out attack against a seemingly vulnerable Soviet bulge at Kursk. The Germans are intent on crushing the 
Soviets to regain their former initiative on the Eastern Front. The Soviets’ network of master spies has caught wind of the German plans, and 
they are prepared to ambush and decimate the best panzer forces the Germans can muster... 
Conflict of Heroes is a tactical World War II game of platoon-sized engagements, with each counter usually representing a squad of infantry, 
one crewed gun, or one vehicle. The engagements are presented as firefights with different objectives. Many firefights last less than 60 minutes 
and can include anywhere from 1-4 players. During the game players use their army’s units to fight for those objectives. Whichever side meets 
the firefight’s victory conditions wins. 
Each firefight lasts several rounds. During each round, players alternate taking actions with 
their units. There are several ways to take actions and one way is to activate a unit. When 
a player activates a unit, it receives 7 action points (APs). (These APs are tracked on 
the green unit action points track on the player’s track sheet.) The unit takes actions by 
expending these action points. Each action costs APs. For the unit shown below, it costs 
3APs to fire or 1AP to move in open terrain.      
The firepower (FP) of this unit is marked in the lower left corner of the counter. Red FP 
is used to attack unarmored targets with red defense ratings (DR) and blue FP is used 

to attack armored 
targets with blue 
DRs. A unit’s DRs 
are marked on 
the lower right side of the 
counter. In combat, a player rolls 
two 6 sided dice (2D6) and adds the result to 
his firepower to determine his attack value (AV). Ex: The 
infantry ‘43 attacks an enemy unit with a red defense value and rolls 
a 9 for a red 13AV (9 + 4). He then compares this AV to the defender’s red 

defense value (DV), which is a unit’s defense rating modified by the terrain. Ex: If the defending infantry squad is in woods, its DR would be 
modified by +2 (for the extra woods protection) for a total front 14DV (12 + 2). The attacker hits if his AV is greater 
than or equal to the defender’s DV.  

When a unit is hit, the owning player draws a hit counter and 
places it under the unit. Hit counters affect units in different ways, 
depending on which is pulled. A unit may be instantly killed, 
suppressed, panicked, and so on. Play continues with players 
taking turns one after the other until both pass in a row. At this 
point the round is over and the next round begins. Most games 
are only 5 rounds long.

       
Victory points are won during the game by destroying enemy 
units and taking objectives. Victory conditions are listed on each 
firefight Card. A player can lose most of his command, but still 
win the game if he has met his victory conditions and has more 
victory points than his opponent.

                 Learning the Game
This rule book was written to facilitate a programmed instruction approach to learning the rules. This means that you will learn one section of 
the rules at a time and then play a firefight to reinforce your understanding of those rules. As you read further, you will learn new rules that will 
build upon what you have already learned. This way you can begin playing the game as quickly as possible.
       Ex: Throughout the rule book, you will see numerous examples of the rules printed in this color (red). An example is usually inserted directly 
below the paragraph containing the relevant rules, unless the example is a larger example of play incorporating a number of different rules.
       Designer’s Note: Throughout the rulebook, you will also see numerous designer notes printed in this color (blue). These notes will give you 
insight into why some of the rules work the way they do as well as discuss some of the history that influenced the game. 

Section 1
In this section you will learn how to set up a firefight, play through a game round, and manage command resources to wage war.
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1.0 Game Setup
The firefights provided in Conflict of Heroes represent historical 
situations for you and your friends to battle through. For each session 
of Conflict of Heroes, you follow the steps below before playing:

Choose one of the firefights to play. The firefight sheet describes the 1. 
map setup, unit setup, starting command action points (CAPs) level 
for each side, the action Cards used, and the victory conditions.
Place the round marker on the round 1 box of the firefight sheet 2. 
and sort out the units listed in the firefight.
Configure the maps as described by the firefight.3. 
Decide who will play each force and place the starting forces on the 4. 
map as specified by the firefight. 

       Unit setup locations are designated by the 
map coordinates as follows: Map # - Row Letter 
and Column Number. 
       Ex: 7-G08 would be map #7, hex G08, the 
top half of the gray stone building. 
       Units may be set up on full hexes only. Half 
hexes are not playable at any time in the game.

Designer’s Note: The maps in Storms of Steel! begin with number 7 
so as not to confuse them with maps from other CoH games.
Each player takes a track sheet and places a yellow victory point 5. 
marker on 0 victory points. Each player also marks their starting 
CAPs level with their blue CAPs marker and places their green 
action point (AP) marker on the “0” space.
Sort the vehicle and foot hit counters into two piles, keeping the 6. 
side with effects face down (you may want to put them into 2 
opaque cups). These counters will be randomly drawn throughout 
the game when units take hits.
Sort the action Cards specified by the firefight. Shuffle and deal 7. 
each player the listed number of Cards.
Some firefights allow hidden units or artillery barrages during setup. 8. 
Write down the map locations of the hidden units and artillery 
targets on a piece of paper. (We recommend that players download 
the free “Hidden Movement and Artillery Targeting Maps” from our 
website to simplify this. www.Academy-Games.com)
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Soviet Forces: Rifle Company based near Shopino 

Orders: You are in charge of a strike force ordered to retrieve the 

intercepted German deployment intelligence.    
Victory Points: (Mark VPs on your track sheet as you earn them.)

1VP - Immediately score for each Soviet unit eliminated.
1VP - If you possess the control marker or were the last unit on the   

          control marker at game end.2VP - If you carry the control marker off the map, from any edge   

          space your units were allowed to enter.

SoS Firefight 2 - The Courier’s Satchel

4 July, 1943 I have not spent all of the energy and time necessary to secretly deploy our company just to have our disposition become 

common knowledge to the enemy! Captain Schubert - 1st Brigade of the 3rd SS Motorized Division 

General Situation: Shortly before operation Citadel was to begin, one of many covert Soviet probes along the front intercepted a courier and 

his satchel which contained last minute deployment orders. An elite platoon of Panzer Grenadiers has been assigned to immediately infiltrate 

the Soviet lines in order to retrieve the satchel containing the German documents. Upon receiving the satchel, the local Soviet commander 

orders that the information contained in it must be delivered to a nearby headquarters building for translation by an intelligence officer. With 

the local front now a beehive of activity on both sides, getting the satchel to headquarters is easier said than done.     

Players: 2          CAP Allocation per Round: German - 5 CAPs     Soviet - 6 CAPs          

Cards: Play this firefight once without cards. Then, after you have read rule section 2, play the firefight again with cards. Use green action 

cards with numbers under #11 only. Each player receives 2 cards at the beginning of round 1 and 1 card per round thereafter. 

Map Setup: Map 7. The Soviets set up their units as listed below. The Germans have initiative and enter from the SE section of the map. 

Round 3Soviets: Score Control Marker if in G08/H08 

Round 4Soviets: Score Control Marker if in G08/H08 

Round 5All:
Score Control Marker 

Game End

Round 2All:
ReinforcementsSoviets: Score Control Marker if in G08/H08
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Enter Round 1:  Enter anywhere 
along the southern edge between 
hexes A02 and A10.

Round 2 Reinforcements: Enter 
anywhere along the eastern edge 
of the map. 

German Forces: 1/2 Rifle Platoon, 161 Inf Division

2x Pz Grenadier   
2x Infantry ‘43   

Setup Round 1: Set up the units 
on the hexes listed next to the unit names below.

Orders: Get the German documents to the regional headquarters in 

either stone building hex G08 or H08. 
Victory Points: (Mark VPs on your track sheet as you earn them.)

1VP - Immediately score for each German unit eliminated. 

1VP - If you possess the control marker and it is in either hex G08   

          or H08 at the end of each round.

2x Maxim MMG   7-F07
7-K09

3x Rifles ‘43    7-E10, 7-H10, 7-G08

Round 2 Reinforcements: Enter 
from the northern road L10. 

1x SMG    Enter L10 carrying secret documents. The documents are represented by the control counter which can be carried by any unit at no extra cost.

Control

Hex Type Move Defense
Open or Road +0 AP +0 DM
Wheat

+0 AP +0 DM
Corn

+1 AP +0 DM
Woods

+1 AP +2 DM
Building - Wooden +1 AP +1 DM
Building - Stone +1 AP +2 DM
Normal Move(Optional Rule) +0 AP -1 DMCautious Move (Optional Rule) +1 AP +0 DM(Negates -1 DM)

Note: The control marker is possessed by the last player to have a ground unit solely in the same hex with it. If both Russians and Germans are 

on the control marker hex, neither gets VPs. The control marker may be left alone or passed off and carried by any unit(s) at no additional costs.   

Firefight design by Gunter Eickert
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1.1 Infantry Squads
Storms of Steel! includes units that represent infantry squads, tanks, 
self propelled guns, armored personnel carriers (APCs), trucks, 
airplanes, and many others. 

The term infantry squads refers to unit counters with listed red 
movement costs of 2APs or less, including German infantry, panzer 
grenadiers, Soviet rifles, sub-machine guns (SMGs), machine guns 
(MGs), mortars, anti-tank rifles, snipers, and engineers. Summaries of 
all units are listed on page 19.

2.0 Pre-Round Sequence 
At the beginning of every round, the following steps must be taken in 
order before play begins. 

Flip Counters • to their fresh sides. (3.0)
Smoke - • Reduce or remove smoke counters. (13.0)
Reset CAPs -•  Deduct one per casualty. (7.3)
Action Cards -•  Draw Card(s) if called for in the firefight. (8.1)
Target Off-Board Artillery•  for next round’s resolution. (12.3)
Resolve Off-Board Artillery•  targeted last round. (12.3)
Prepare Reinforcements • called for in the firefight. (5.1)
Roll for Round Initiative•  (2.1)

2.1 Roll for Round Initiative
At the beginning of each round, the players each roll 2 six-sided dice 
(notated as 2D6) for initiative. In the case of a tie, re-roll. The high 
roller wins initiative and takes the first turn. (May CAPs modify - 3.24)

2.2 Taking Turns
A round is made up of a series of alternating player turns. During a 
player’s turn, he may take one action or pass. An action is defined 
as any one single thing a unit does such as moving one hex, firing 
once, rallying, digging in, etc. A unit is considered to be fresh if it has 
not taken an action earlier in the round that flipped it to its spent side 
(the side of any unit with a red line through it).

During his turn, a player may take one action in four ways:
Unit (AP) Action: • Choose any fresh unit and activate it by 
giving it 7APs on the green Unit AP Track. This activated unit 
may take an action by spending these action points (APs). If the 
activated unit has APs remaining after taking an action, it may 
take additional actions by spending more of its unit APs in later 
turns within the same round. A player may have only one unit 
activated at a time (exception - Shared Activations 9.0). Mark the 
activated unit as spent if you no longer wish to take unit actions 
with it or have spent all of its APs.  
Opportunity Action:•  Take one action with any fresh unit that 
is not activated. Mark the unit as spent after it has taken the 
opportunity action. 
Command (CAP) Action• : Take one action with any spent, fresh, 
or activated unit by spending command action points (CAPs). A 
unit’s spent or fresh status is not changed by a command action.
Card Action:•  Play an appropriate Card on any spent, fresh, or 
activated unit. A unit’s spent or fresh status is not changed by a 
Card action.

Pass: A player may want to see what his opponent will do and can 
pass instead of taking an action during his turn. A pass costs no APs 
or CAPs. A player’s turn is immediately over when he passes and it is 
then his opponent’s turn.

If a player chooses to pass and has a previously activated unit 
with unspent APs, he must flip the unit to its spent side and lose any 
unused APs. A player who passed may take more actions during 
future turns. However, if both players pass in a row, the round is 
immediately over and no further actions may be taken until the next 
round.

Stall: Stalling is a type of action where a player’s units do 
nothing but wait by paying 1AP from an active unit’s AP track or by 
paying 1CAP. 

Example: A player may stall if he does not wish to pass (since his 
opponent may end the round or he does not want to mark an active 
unit as spent). 

Designer’s Note: APs and CAPs are employed in the game to 
measure the efforts, planning, and time it takes to carry out specific 
actions. More involved actions cost more APs and/or CAPs.

Players may both have units activated at the same time. 
They take alternating turns expending their activated unit’s APs, 
taking command actions, opportunity actions, Card actions, or passing 
for as long as the round continues.   

Designer’s Note: This is a change from the previous version of the 
rules that allowed only one player to have a unit activated at a time.

Ex: It is the Soviet player’s turn and he activates a 
SMG squad, marking his green unit AP track to 7APs. 
These 7APs may be spent by this SMG squad only and 
so he fires it once by paying its 3APs cost to fire. He 
counts his AP track counter down to 4APs and his turn 
is over. The German activates an infantry squad, marks 
his green unit AP track to 7APs, moves the squad forward one hex for 
1AP, counts his AP track marker down to 6APs, and his turn is over. 
The Soviet could now continue taking actions with the SMG (since it 
has 4APs left), but instead decides to take a command action with a 
completely different unit by moving it 1 hex forward, spending 1CAP, 
and counting his CAP marker down 1CAP on his blue CAP track. It is 
the German’s turn and he takes another unit action with his previously 
activated infantry squad by firing for 3APs. He counts down the 3APs 
on his unit AP track and his turn is over. The Soviet goes back to his 
previously activated SMG (which has 4APs left on its unit AP track) 
and fires again for 3APs counting his unit AP marker down to 1AP. The 
round continues with the players taking turns back and forth.

Designer’s Note: A player does not have to have an activated unit 
at all times. He may take several turns with no unit being activated by 
either passing or taking only command, opportunity, or Card actions.  

2.3 Round Over
The round ends when both players, one turn after the other, pass. 
Victory points, if called for, are awarded. The round marker is moved 
forward one space on one of the player’s track sheet and the pre-
round sequence is followed (2.0). The firefight is over after the last 
round is played or when the firefight conditions are met.

2.4 Game End and Victory
Each firefight sets the game length and victory conditions. The player 
with the highest victory point total at the end of the game wins. In 
case of a tie, both players are losers.☺Typically victory points are 
earned by destroying opposing units or controlling hexes and objectives 
during scoring rounds. 

When an opposing unit is destroyed, the victory points (VPs) are 
immediately awarded to a player on his yellow VPs track. If a player 
destroys his own unit (yes, it can happen), his opponent still gets the 
VPs associated with it. 

Hex control is tracked with control markers that 
are placed with the side of the controlling army face 
up. A hex is controlled by the last player to have had 
a ground unit solely in the hex, which includes simply 
moving through it. If opponents have units in the same 
control hex, then the hex is contested and neither side can claim it. 

3.0 Unit (AP) Actions
A player may activate a unit by choosing any fresh unit on the map 
and advancing the AP marker on the green unit AP track of the track 
sheet to 7APs. The actual activation of the unit does not count as an 
action.

The activated unit takes one unit action at a time 
by spending the APs on the green unit AP track. (The 
costs to take different actions are listed throughout the 
rules.) As actions are taken, the AP track is adjusted 
down to show how many APs the unit has remaining.

Ex: The Soviet Rifles ‘41 unit cost to fire would be 
4APs or 1AP to move one open hex.  

When an activated unit has spent all of its APs 
taking actions or if the player no longer wishes to take 
further actions with the unit, he marks the unit as spent 
by flipping it to its spent side (the side with the red bar 
in the middle). This is not an action and any remaining 
unspent APs cannot be saved for a future activation.

Note that the active player may intersperse the actions he takes 
with his activated unit with actions taken by other friendly units using 
opportunity, CAP, and Card actions. Even the activated unit may 
take CAP and/or Card actions.

At the beginning of his turn, a player may mark an active unit as 
spent in order to immediately activate and use a different unit. The 
green unit AP track is again set to 7APs and this new unit may now 
take an action by spending these APs. In all cases, no more than one 
unit may be activated at a time (exception - Shared Activations 9.0). 

Ex: The German’s opponent makes an unexpected move to 
which the German wants to react to with unit B. However, the German 
has unit A activated which has 4 AP’s left. He may immediately 
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activate unit B and take an action with it by marking unit A as spent 
and losing its remaining AP’s. The unit track is set to 7APs for unit B 
and he takes its action. The process of switching between units must 
be done at the beginning of a player’s turn and is not an action.

3.01 Variable AP Allocation (Optional Rule)
At the beginning of a game, players may decide on the following option. 
Instead of units automatically receiving 7APs when activating, 
players roll 2D6 to determine how many APs their units receive. We 
recommend you play the game several times before using this option.  
       Designer’s Note: In battle, all plans fall apart upon contact with 
the enemy. This option adds an element of uncertainty to the game 
that forces you to adjust your plans and go with the unexpected. This 
option is highly suggested for solitaire play.

3.1 Opportunity Actions
A player can take an opportunity action only with a fresh unit. Any one 
action costing any number of APs, such as firing once, moving one 
hex, rallying, etc., may be taken as an opportunity action. This action 
does not cost the player APs or CAPs, but the unit is marked as spent 
after completing the action. An activated or spent unit may NOT take 
an opportunity action.

Ex: Figure 1. The German player activates and moves squad A 
forward for 1AP, counts the AP marker down to 6APs on his green 
unit AP track, and ends his turn. The Soviet activates squad C, fires 
at squad A for 4APs, moves his green unit AP track marker down to 
3APs, and misses. It is the German’s turn and he wants to fire with 
the fresh HMG B at squad C. Instead of marking squad A as spent 
(thus losing its remaining 6APs) and activating the HMG B, the 
German instead opportunity fires with the HMG. The opportunity fire 
marks the HMG as spent and it can no longer be activated this round. 

Designer’s Note: As you can see, taking an opportunity action 
with a fresh unit is less efficient than waiting to activate the unit 
later in the round. One of the challenges in Conflict of Heroes is 
developing a sense of when makes tactical sense to immediately take 
an opportunity action rather than waiting and activating the unit later.

3.2 Command Action Points (CAPs)
An army’s available command resources are represented by the 
CAPs marker on the blue command track on the track sheet. Each 
firefight lists the starting CAPs level for each player. This limited 
number of CAPs is shared by all units during the entire round and is 
not replenished until the beginning of the next round. CAPs left over 
from one round are not carried over into the next round. 
CAPs may be spent to:

Supplement an activated unit’s APs.• 
Execute a command (CAP) action.• 
Modify any die roll.• 

Designer’s Note: The strength, functionality, and effectiveness of a 
fighting force relies on its logistics and leadership structure. Leaders, 
from sergeants on up, coordinate attacks, keep the morale high in the 
company, direct fire groups, and much more. The logistical command 
structure makes sure that the support system works flawlessly, from 
supplying food and ammo to the front line troops, evacuating wounded 
soldiers, to communicating with the HQ command. If a position had 
to be held, extra ammunition, spare parts, and men were sent to 
reinforce the defending crew or squad. These command and logistical 
structures are abstracted in the game through the use of CAPs.

3.21 Supplement an Activated Unit’s APs
A player may use CAPs to supplement an activated unit’s APs when  
spending for actions on a one for one basis. A player may spend as 
many CAPs as desired this way.

Ex: Continuing the previous example in Figure 2, it is the Soviet’s 
turn and he wants to fire squad C at squad A. Squad C has 3APs 
left in its activation, but it needs 4APs to fire again. It has 5CAPs 

at its disposal for the round. It fires at squad A again by paying the 
remaining 3APs plus 1CAP. The CAPs marker is moved down one 
space on the blue command track to show 4CAPs remaining for the 
round. Squad C has spent all of its unit APs and is marked as spent.  

3.22 CAP (Command) Actions
CAP actions are actions funded purely by an equivalent number of 
CAPs for APs. CAP actions can be taken by a unit that is currently 
activated or any other unit that is fresh or spent. A fresh unit that takes 
a command action is not marked as spent.

Ex: Figure 3. It is the German’s turn. He has 4CAPs left on his 
blue CAP track and decides to command fire with the HMG at squad 
C for 2CAPs, but misses. (The HMG was allowed to fire again, even 
though it was spent, because it spent only CAPs.) It is the Soviet’s 
turn; he activates squad D and sets his green unit track to 7APs. 
Squad D moves forward one hex for 1AP, marks down his AP track 
to 6APs, and finishes his turn. German squad A (which is still the 
German activated unit) fires at D for 3APs, moves his green AP track 
counter down to 3APs, and misses. Squad D has 6APs remaining 
and fires at squad A for 4APs and misses. 

The German stalls by spending squad A’s last AP and marks the 
unit as spent. The Soviet player decides to pass and marks squad D 
as spent. The German passes and the round is over. Neither player 
had to pass, since both could have continued to take command 
actions (by spending remaining CAPs) or playing action Cards (8.1).   

3.23 Modify Any Die Roll with CAPs
All rolls may be modified negatively or positively up to 2 by 
paying CAPs on a one for one basis. You must state all CAP die roll 
modifications before rolling. You may never modify an opponent’s die 
rolls. The modification is valid for only one die roll.

Ex: The Soviet player needs to roll a 9 to hit a unit. Before rolling, 
he declares that he will spend 2CAPs to positively modify his roll. He 
now only needs to roll a 7 to hit (7 + 2CAPs = 9).

3.24 New Round Initiative Die Roll
CAPs may be spent to modify new round initiative rolls (2.1). The 
player with the most CAPs announces how many he will spend to 
modify his initiative die roll. (In case of ties, the Soviet player must 
decide first.) Then his opponent announces how many CAPs he will 
spend. Each player may only announce once what they will spend. 
Both players deduct the stated CAPs (up to two maximum), then roll, 
adding the modifications to the die total. If tied, the players re-roll and 
the original CAPs are not counted. A player may spend more CAPs 
for re-rolls, if desired.

Ex: At the beginning of a new round, the German player has the 
most CAPs and decides to use 2 of his 7 available CAPs to modify his 
roll. The Soviet player chooses to save his CAPs and uses none. The 
German player scores a 6 (4 die roll + 2 CAP modifier). His opponent 
rolls a 7. The Soviet player goes first, but the German player still has 
only 5CAPs left for the rest of the round for all of his units to draw 
from.

4.0 Terrain
The battle is played on a map made up of hexes representing 
40-50 meters of ground. On these hexes you will see various types 
of terrain. Each hex has a dot in the middle. Whatever terrain type 
surrounds the dot dictates the entire hex’s terrain type. (Some roads 
cover the center dot of a hex, but do not change the predominant 
terrain type of the hex.)
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Roads: Any 
prepared surface 
intended for 
vehicles. Bridges 
are roads that cross 
water areas. 

Open Terrain: 
Rolling fields 
with intermittent 
clumps of 
brush & low 
crops.

Rivers & Fords: 
Rivers are passable 
by vehicles and 
towed units only 
over a ford or 
bridge.

Marsh: 
Soggy 
wetlands.

Wheat: 
Fields with lower 
growing crops that 
do not block LOS. 
Fences in fields 
have no effect.

Corn: 
Fields with 
higher growing 
crops that may 
block LOS.

Wooden (Brown) 
Buildings: Consist 
of light cover 
wooden buildings 
and sheds.

Woods: 
Large, well- 
developed 
trees, with 
undergrowth.

Stone (Gray)
Buildings: Sturdier 
structures such 
as barns & farms 
built of stone/wood 
mixes or bricks.

Light Woods: 
Overgrown 
areas with light 
tree and brush 
cover. (Not on 
boards 7-10.)

       Designer’s Note: A building pictured in a hex means that the hex 
is developed and does not represent just one individual building.

Terrain may give your units cover, make it impossible for them to 
see other units, and/or slow their movement. The Foot Unit Movement 
and Terrain Table details how certain terrain types affect a foot unit’s 
movements, defensive modifiers (DMs), and line of sight (LOS) 
restrictions. The costs to move vehicles are introduced later.
   
5.0 Foot Unit Movement
Foot units are those units that have a red movement cost number 
in the top right corner of the counter. To move a foot unit into a 
hex, the unit must spend the movement cost number in APs. Some 
terrain types cost more to move into and these costs are listed on 

the movement and terrain table. These costs are added to the unit’s 
movement cost and are cumulative.  

Ex: A MMG unit with a 2AP movement cost would pay 3APs to 
move into a woods hex (2APs unit movement cost + 1AP for woods 
movement). 

Roads negate hex restrictions and movement costs of terrain 
that covers the center of the hex. Units must follow the roads from 
hex to hex to gain the road movement advantage. Bridges function as 
roads over water. Roads do not affect the DM of the hex.      
       Each foot unit’s movement into a new hex is considered a 
separate action. Units may move into and through hexes occupied 
by both friendly and enemy units. (Of course, an enemy unit may 
engage you in close combat if you move into its hex!) 

5.01 Foot Unit Cautious Movement (Optional Rule)
All foot units moving into a hex with no terrain or fortification defense 
modifier (DM) are penalized -1DM. This penalty is only applied 
if an opponent fires at the unit in the immediately following turn. 
Transported foot units (17.0) are not penalized.

The movement penalty can be negated by moving cautiously. 
Foot units move cautiously by adding +1AP to the regular movement 
cost listed on the movement table.

Designer’s Note: A player must weigh the extra APs paid for 
cautious movement against the benefits of a higher DM when using 
these optional rules. Beginners may wish to gain some experience 
playing CoH before including this rule.

5.1 Unit Reinforcements and Leaving the Game
When a firefight calls for reinforcements these units may come into 
the game on that round or later rounds. If the reinforcements enter on 
a later round, they must still enter on the same hexes as specified by 
the firefight.  

Units must use an action to move from off the map onto a full hex 
as specified by the firefight, ignoring half-hexes.  

If an enemy unit occupies an entry hex, the reinforcements enter 
on the closest open and passable hex. 

Multiple units may enter the map simultaneously using a group 
move (9.11) or while being transported (17.0).

Units may never move off of a map, unless called for in the setup 
rules of an individual firefight. (Exception: Airplanes 20.0)

5.2 Facing
Some counters have a forward facing 
represented on their counters by an 
arrow on a green or red field. A green 
field means that a unit may move and/or 
pivot, a red field means that a counter is 
completely immobile and may not move 
and/or pivot (Bunkers 18.2). 

At all times, a unit’s facing arrow 
must face a hex side (as opposed to 
the corner of the hex). Units may move 
forward into any one of their 3 front 
hexes without having to change their facing. The front hexes include 
the hex right in front of the facing arrow and the hexes facing the 
front right and front left corners of the counter. Units may change their 
facing to any hex side at no AP cost after they move into a new hex 
and before any opposing player’s turn.

Flank hexes are simply those hexes that are not front hexes. A 
foot unit may move backwards into one of its 3 flank hexes without 
first changing its facing, but must pay a +1AP backward movement 
penalty in addition to all other movement costs. After the unit moves 
backwards into a new hex, it may immediately change its facing for 
free.
       Designer’s Note: Facing is critical for a unit. Facing involves a 
unit’s “focus” or attention as much as taking up positions to deal with 
that focus. While deployed behind a wall, against an embankment, 
etc., a unit is very vulnerable to fire coming from its flank. Not only is 
the unit often more exposed, but flank attacks can be psychologically 
devastating. “Where did the enemy come from? Are we surrounded? 
Can we get away?” The natural instinct is often to either just run away 
or to hunker down. A unit’s experience and leadership play a vital role 
in assessing the new threat and how to react to it. 

5.3 Pivoting
As a separate action, units may pivot and change their facing to any 
hex side without moving by paying 1AP. 
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Foot Unit Movement & Terrain Table
Additional AP 
Cost to Move 

into a Hex

Terrain 
Defensive 

Modifier (DM)

Hex
Blocks
LOS?

Open Terrain / Road +0 AP  +0 DM No
Bridge +0 AP +1 DM No
Buildings-Stone +1 AP +2 DM Yes
Buildings-Wood +1 AP +1 DM Yes
Woods +1 AP +2 DM Yes
Light Woods +0 AP +1 DM Yes
Corn +1 AP   +0 DM** No / (Yes*)

Wheat +0 AP   +0 DM** No
River / Water +4 APs +1 DM No
Ford +1 AP -1 DM No
Marsh +2 APs +1 DM No
Move Backwards +1 AP - -

Movement AP Costs & Defensive Modifiers are cumulative.

Optional Movement Rules
Unit is Moving Normally +0 AP -1 DM -
Unit is Moving Cautiously +1 AP +0 DM -

*Corn blocks LOS for foot units only during the months of Aug-Sept, which is specified in each       
  firefight. 
**Corn and wheat hexes count as cover for hidden units during summer months, but add no DM.
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Ex: Figure 5. The Soviet squad B with a red 3FP is firing at 
squad A. The player rolls a 9 and scores a 12AV (3FP + 9 dice roll).

Units may attack with a 0 or negative FP.

7.2 Defense Value (DV)
DV is calculated by adding 
either a unit’s front or flank 
defense rating (DR) to the 
hex’s terrain DMs. Hexes 
not in a unit’s arc of fire are 
considered flank hexes. 
Fire originating from a 
flank hex is resolved 
against the unit’s weaker 
flank DR. The unit’s flank 
DR is printed above the 
unit’s front DR on the 
counter. DV = DR + terrain DM.

Ex: Figure 8. The yellow lines represent flank shots, because 
the fire originates from outside of the squad’s arc of fire. These flank 
shots would be resolved against the unit’s 11 flank DR.
       Defenders may never add CAP modifiers to their unit’s DV.
       
7.3 Destroyed Units and CAP Track Adjustments
A unit is immediately destroyed when an un-hit unit takes 2 hits or a 
unit with a hit counter takes another hit. 

Destroyed units are taken out of the game and are placed on the 
owning player’s CAPs track. The first destroyed unit is placed on the 
starting CAP number specified in the firefight, the second destroyed unit 
one number lower, and so on. At the beginning of each round, the total 
number of CAPs a player receives permanently decreases by 1 for 
each unit lost during the game. 

Ex: A player starts a firefight with 9CAPs and loses 2 units on 
round one. The first unit is placed on the “9” space, the second on the 
“8” space. He would start round two with only 7CAPs at his disposal. 
The 7CAPs would decrease in future rounds if he lost more units.

If the CAP tracking counter is on a space where a destroyed unit 
should go, it is immediately lowered to the next open spot and the 
player loses the use of this CAP. CAP allowances cannot be negative. 

Ex: In the example above, the player had 8 CAPs left when he 
lost his second unit. The unit is placed on the “8” space and the CAP 
tracking counter is moved to the “7” space. 

Designer’s Note: As units are destroyed, the loss of front line 
sergeants, 2nd lieutenants, and others affect a force’s combat and 
command structure effectiveness.

7.4 Hits
When an un-hit unit is hit, a hit counter is drawn from 
the counter pool, its effects are not shown to the 
opponent, and it is placed face down under the hit unit. 
Foot units pull hits from the foot hit counter pile and 
vehicles pull hits from the vehicle hit counter pile.

A unit’s stats and abilities are modified by the 
values printed on the hit counter.  

Ex: A Soviet rifle squad pulls a 
Suppressed hit counter. The squad’s stats 
are modified as follows:
The cost to fire increases from 4 to 5. •	
The red firepower decreases from 3 to 1 •	
and the blue FP from 0 to -2. 
Movement and defense values are not •	
affected, since these areas on the hit counter are blank.
The squad may rally and remove the hit counter on a 2D6 roll of 7 or •	
higher.

       Some counters have a  symbol, which negates 
a unit’s ability.  

Ex: A pinned unit cannot move or pivot, but none 
of its other stats are affected. 

A pinned unit may not move under its own power 
(including entering or leaving a vehicle), but may be transported.

Ex: A stunned unit cannot do anything except 
rally. However, its defense ratings are not affected.

Only when a unit’s affected stats are used in play must a 
player show his opponent what the hit counter is. In such a case, 
he shows the counter to his opponent and then places the counter 
back under the hit unit.

Ex: A suppressed squad wishes to fire. His FP is modified, so he 
must now show the hit counter to his opponent.

Ex: A panicked unit is fired upon. It must reveal the panic 

6.0 Line of Sight (LOS)
Units have to see each other in order to fire at each other. Blocking 
LOS hexes are listed on the Foot Unit Movement and Terrain Table 
(5.0). If a line drawn from the center dot of the attacking hex to the 
center dot of the target hex is free of any blocking terrain, LOS is 
established. Units can see into a blocking LOS hex, but not through 
one. So LOS is blocked if any part of the LOS line cuts across any 
part of a blocking hex. All LOS rules apply in both directions, so if unit 
A cannot see unit C, C cannot see A.
      Ex: Figure 5. The squad in hex A can see into woods hex B, but 
not C because the LOS passes through woods hexes.

If LOS passes exactly along the edge of two hexes, it is always 
affected by the hex with the open LOS.

Ex: Figure 5. The HMG in hex E can see into hex D, because 
the LOS follows the hex edge between the woods and open hex. The 
LOS is not blocked, because the open hex LOS applies.

Units do not block LOS.

6.1 Arc of Fire
The front 3 hexes extended 
outward from a unit’s facing 
arrow represent the unit’s arc 
of fire. Units may only shoot at 
targets in their arc of fire.

Ex: Figure 7. The German squad moves into hex A, which is in its 
front arc and is considered a forward movement. The Soviet passes. 
The German moves to hex B and again the Soviet passes. The 
German now moves to hex C and 
changes its facing for free. The 
Soviet squad cannot fire at the 
German, because the German is 
now outside of its arc of fire. The 
German is also facing the Soviet’s 
flank. The Soviet could pivot to face 
the German as an action for 1AP, 
but then would have to wait another 
turn in order to fire. 

7.0 Combat
Combat involves one unit firing its weapons at another unit. The 
attacking unit must have the target in its arc of fire, LOS, and range. 
      The black number in the top left corner of the counter shows 
the number of APs the unit must spend to attack. Each attack is 
considered a separate action.

When attacking, compare the defender’s defense value (DV) 
with your attack value (AV) of the same color.       

If the AV is greater than or equal to the DV, the defender takes • 
one hit. 
If the AV is greater than the DV by 4 or more, the defender • 
takes two hits and is destroyed. 

A unit may be attacked an unlimited number of times in a round.

7.1 Firepower (FP) and Attack Value (AV)
All units have a blue and a red fire power (FP) value located in 

the lower left corner on the counter. The red value reflects a unit’s 
bullets and high explosive (HE) firepower. The blue value reflects a 
unit’s armor piercing (AP) firepower. 

All units also have either a red or blue defense value (DV). A red 
DV indicates that the unit is a soft or disbursed target, such as men. A 
blue value means that the unit is armored, such a tank. 

When your unit fires at an enemy, you must fire with the same 
FP color value as the target’s defense color. 

AV is calculated by adding the attacking unit’s firepower (FP) to a 
2D6 dice roll. Remember, you can modify the attack dice roll by adding 
up to 2CAPs. AV = Unit FP + 2D6 + CAP die roll modifiers.
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hit counter to the attacker, no matter what the attacker’s dice roll 
outcome. 

Units can remove hit counters by successfully rallying (7.5). Hit 
counters are returned to the hit counter pile after a unit successfully 
rallies or is destroyed. The “killed” hit counter is immediately revealed 
when pulled and the affected unit is removed from the map. Hit 
counters are also revealed when a unit is destroyed or after it rallies.          

The hit counters are listed below, including how many of each 
are available. (x5) means five of these counters are included in the 
game.
. 

Stunned

R>7 _ Stunned (x3): 
Unit cannot take  •	
any action other 
than rally.  
7 needed to rally.•	

Unnerved

R>7 _ Unnerved (x2): 
No stats are •	
affected.
7 needed to rally.•	

Killed (x1): 
The unit is killed •	
on the first hit. 
Immediately 
remove it from the 
map. 

Panicked

-2
+1

R>8 _ Panicked (x2): 
Unit cannot fire.  •	
Flank DR increases.•	
Front DR decreases.  •	
8 needed to rally.•	

Pinned

R>7 _ Pinned (x5): 
Unit cannot move. •	
This includes 
pivoting. 
7 needed to rally.•	

-2 
-2

+1
Suppressed

R>7 _ Suppressed (x5): 
Costs +1AP to fire.  •	
FP decreases by 2.•	
7 needed to rally.•	

+1
+1

Cowering

+1

1

+2 R>8 _ Cowering (x2): 
Cost +2AP to fire.•	
+1AP per hex to                      •	
move.
Range drops to 1.•	
DR increases.•	
8 needed to rally.•	

                         = Ability is lost. 

Designer’s Note: Taking a hit does not necessarily mean that men are 
killed. In battle, units often hit the dirt when fired at and could not fire 
back. Other times they would panic, forget about firing, and run away. 
These various effects are simulated through the hit counters without 
adding tons of complicated rules! 

7.5 Rally 
Hit units can try to remove their hit counter by rallying. A successful 
rally indicates that the men have calmed down or their leaders have 
spurred on their will to fight. 

The cost of a rally action is 5APs. 
To successfully rally, the unit must roll 2D6 greater than or 

equal to the rally number marked on the hit counter. If the unit rallies 
successfully, the hit counter is removed from the unit, shown to the 
opponent, and then is placed back into the appropriate hit counter 
pile. If a rally attempt fails, nothing happens and the unit keeps the hit 
counter. 

Units may also take an opportunity action, command action, or 
play an appropriate action Card to attempt to rally. A unit can attempt 
multiple rallies as long as it has enough APs, CAPs, or action Cards. 
Each rallying attempt is considered a separate action.

Units in a hex with enemy units cannot rally.

7.51 Rally Die Roll Modifiers
Units in cover add a +1 rally die roll modifier to their rally attempt. 
The unit must be in a hex which provides at least +1DM of cover to 
receive this bonus. Hills do not count for this modifier.
       Units stacked with other friendly un-hit units receive an additional 
+1 rally die roll modifier per friendly un-hit unit in the same hex.

Rally die rolls may be modified with CAPs (3.23).

7.6 Range
A unit’s range is the number of hexes away the unit may fire and 
is found on the middle bottom of the counter inside of the country 
symbol. Blocking terrain naturally limits this range. 

7.61 Long Range Firing 
If a target is further away than an attacking unit’s range, but less than 
or equal to double the range, the attacking unit subtracts 2 from its 
FP. 

Designer’s Note: The ranges on the counters represent the 
combat distances that the units historically shot at, not their maximum 
ranges which were usually much further.

7.62 Short Range Firing 
If a target is within 1 hex of an attacking unit, the target is considered 
to be at short range, and the attacking unit 
adds +3 to its FP.               
       Ex: Figure 9. Squad C moves into the 
hex next to the Soviet MMG D. The MMG 
fires. Since the German is in the adjacent 
hex, the MMG adds +3FP short range 
bonus to his 3FP for a total 6FP.  

7.63 Same Hex and Close Combat (CC) 
Units may move onto enemy-held hexes. Enemy units in the same 
hex may, but do not have to, attack each other no matter what their 
facing. If units do decide to attack, they engage in CC. A unit must still 
take an AP, CAP, opportunity, or Card action to CC attack.

The FP of units in CC are modified as follows: 
-2FP for all units with a white box around their FP.
+4FP for all other units. 
        Ex: The HMG has a white box around its red FP 
so in CC it is reduced from 5FP to 3FP. Note that the 
blue FP increases from 1FP to 5FP in CC.   

Units with a minimum fire range may still CC. Ex: Mortars.

CC does not affect other friendly units in the same hex.• 
CC is resolved against the flank DRs of all enemy units in the hex.• 
Terrain modifiers affect all units defending in CC. • 
Fortifications benefit only the occupying units • (18.0).
Units in CC can form fire groups only with other ground units in the • 
same hex.
Units cannot fire or sight outside of their hex for attacking, spotting, • 
or victory condition purposes while enemy ground units are in their 
hex.

 
Advancing into an enemy hex is an action, so the defender may 
react with any unit, including the defending unit. If the defending unit 
decides to retreat out of the hex, it may not move into the hex or 
either of the two adjacent hexes from which the advancing unit had 
just come. It may move into these hexes in later actions.

Outside units can fire into a CC hex resolving fire against all units 
in the hex, friends and foes alike. Terrain modifiers and individual 
flank facings apply for fire originating from outside of the hex.

7.7 Stacked Units and Combat
There are no stacking limits. When a hex with more than one unit 
is attacked, the attack is resolved simultaneously against all of the 
targeted units with separate die rolls. The more units in a hex, the 
better the chances are that an attacker will hit one of them. This does 
not cost the attacker any extra resources and is considered to be 1 
action. If you attack a hex with units of different DR color, you apply 
your different FP as appropriate. An opponent may react only after fire 
has been resolved against all of the units in the target hex.

Ex: Figure 10. The Soviet MMG A fires 
at squads B and C for 4APs. Both defenders 
have a 12DV. The MMG rolls first against 
squad C. The Soviet player decides to add 
2CAPs to modify his roll and scores a 14AV 
(3FP + 9 die roll + 2CAPs). Squad C is hit 
and a hit counter is pulled and placed under 
it. Then, the player rolls against squad B, this 
time without spending any CAPs to modify his 
roll. The MMG scores a total 8AV and misses. 
The Soviet ends his turn and it is the German 
player’s turn.

Designer’s Note: The AP cost for a unit 
to fire takes many factors into account and 
does not represent just one shot, but the 
total firepower output of the unit during a two 
to three minute time frame. This involves 
targeting acquisition time, ammo replenishment, orders being 
screamed at squad members, and so on.

Regarding the stacking rule; having two tanks nicely lined up 
for an anti-tank gun is a fire fest, whereas if they were spaced out 
the gun would have to reorient itself between shots. Therefore, the 
more targets in a hex, the easier they are to fire at and hit. In WWII, 
units were trained to spread out and not bunch up for these reasons. 
Concentrated forces were easier to manage, but could be devastated 
by mortar, artillery, and MG fire.
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Section 2
In this section you will be introduced to Cards that add uncertainty 
and army-specific tactics to the game and learn how to coordinate the 
efforts of your units.

8.0 Cards
There are three types of Cards in the game: Action Cards, Weapon 
Cards, and Veteran Cards. A firefight will specify which Cards a player 
gets and how many. The effects of the Cards are numerous and 
descriptions for each Card are listed on pages 17 and 18.

Action Cards are played as an action. They are held secretly and • 
add an element of uncertainty to the game. 
Weapon Cards give a player extra artillery, mines, and other “toys”.• 
Veteran Cards increase the abilities of a player’s units.  • 

There is no limit to the number of Cards a player may play in a round 
or hold in his hand. 

8.1 Action Cards (green and yellow headers) 
Action Cards have a green or yellow header and are usually drawn by 
both players at the beginning of every round. Action Cards are played 
as an action. Some Cards are played at no cost, while some cost APs 
or CAPs. A Card paid for with an activated unit’s APs must be played 
on that unit. Free Cards or Cards paid for with CAPs may be played 
on any unit. Once a Card is played, it is disCarded.
Green Action Cards – Give a player APs, CAPs, or allow him to take 
certain actions. Each firefight specifies which of these Cards are to be 
used. It does this by identifying the relevant Cards by the number in 
the bottom right corner of each Card.
Yellow Action Cards – Initiate events such as reinforcements 
entering the game. Yellow Cards are usually played immediately and 
a new Card is then drawn. Each firefight specifies if and how these 
Cards are to be used. 

A firefight’s specified green and yellow action 
Cards are mixed together into one deck at 
the beginning of a game. At the beginning 
of each round, players draw one or more 
Cards as specified by the firefight from the 
top of the deck. Yellow Cards must be played 
immediately. Green Cards may be held 
secretly in a player’s hand as long as he 
chooses. Fresh units that take actions with 
action Cards are not marked as spent. 

Ex: A fresh Soviet unit is hit and draws a pinned hit counter. The 
Soviet player has an Auto-Rally Card in his hand and immediately 
plays it as an action, paying the required 2CAPs. The hit counter is 
removed and the Soviet unit is not marked as spent.

8.2 Weapon Cards
Weapon Cards have gray headers and represent 
German and Soviet weapons that are not represented 
by counters. Each Card details a weapon’s range, how 
it is used, and the cost needed to use the weapon. Each 
firefight specifies which of these Cards may be used.  

Unless otherwise stated by the Firefight, you can 
only use a given weapon card once. The effects of hit counters apply 
when using weapon cards. Close combat and short range modifiers 
do not apply when using weapon cards, though some can be used 
long range as noted on certain cards

Ex: A T-34 tank moves onto a hidden German squad which attacks 
the tank with the Magnetic Mine Card. 

8.3 Veteran Cards
Veteran Cards have orange headers and give a player 
or one of his units bonus abilities by simulating the 
experience gained by these units in past battles. Each 
firefight will specify if a player receives any veteran 
cards. Ex: The Close Call veteran Card allows a unit 
to be moved one hex during an opponent’s artillery fire. 
This movement does not count as an action and is executed during 
the pre-round sequence.

Unless otherwise stated by the card or firefight, a veteran 
card can only be applied to one unit. Each Card lists its bonus and 
frequency of use. The bonus section describes the Card’s effect. The 
frequency section states how many times the Card may be played. 
Some may be played only once and are then discarded, while others 
permanently affect a unit’s stats.   

Ex: Figure 11. German squad C 
activates and moves onto the Soviet MMG 
D in the woods hex for 2APs. It now is the 
Soviet’s turn who activates the MMG D 
and initiates CC with squad C for 4APs. 
He scores a 8AV (3FP - 2CC modifier + 7 
die roll). Squad C has a 13DV (11 flank DV 
+ 2DM for woods) and the attack misses. 

(Instead of firing, MMG D could have retreated into hexes 1, 2, or 
3. Section 7.63 states that a unit may not retreat into the hex or the 
two adjacent hexes from which an enemy just advanced.) It is the 
German’s turn and Squad C chooses to close combat for a cost of 
3APs. It scores a 13AV (4FP + 5 die roll + 4CC modifier). MMG D has 
a 12DV (flank 10DR + 2DM for woods) and takes a hit.

In Figure 12, the Soviet decides to 
mark MMG D as spent, even though it 
has 3APs left to its activation, because 
he wants to activate rifle squad E. E fires 
into the CC hex for 4APs. Since E is in an 
adjacent hex, the attack is short range and 
its 3FP increases to 6FP. It must roll once 
against each squad in the target hex. It 

rolls an 8 against the German squad for a total 14AV (3FP + 3 short 
range modifier +8 die roll). The German has a 14DV (front 12DR + 
2DM for woods), takes a hit, and pulls a suppressed hit counter. The 
Soviet rolls again against his own MMG squad. He is firing at the 
MMG’s flank, so it has a 12DV (flank 10DR + 2DM for woods). He 
rolls a 4 for a total 10AV, which misses. German squad C still has 
2APs left, but it would cost 3APs to fire again and the German wants 
to conserve CAPs. Squad C cannot rally, because it is in the same 
hex as an enemy unit. It does not want to retreat, so it passes and 
marks the squad as spent. Both German squad C and Soviet squad 
D stay in the same hex.

Ex: Figure 13. The Soviet activates squad D, 
marking its AP track to 7APs. Squad D fires 
at squad B for 4APs. It is at long range, so 
its 3FP is reduced to 1FP. It scores a 10AV. 
Squad B has a 12DV, so D misses. On the 
German’s turn, HMG A command action fires 
at Soviet MMG C for 2CAPs. HMG A uses 
2 additional CAPs to modify its combat die 
roll and scores a 12AV (4FP + 6 die roll + 
2CAPs). MMG C has the wooden building 
cover for a 13DV (12 front DR + 1DM for 
the wood building). HMG A misses, ending 
his turn. It is now the Soviet’s turn and D 
has 3APs left, fires again by adding 1CAP, 
misses, and marks the unit as spent. 

The German player now activates HMG 
A, which has a very low cost to fire. It fires 
at Soviet MMG C, rolls a 3 for a total 7AV, 
and misses. The Soviet player passes. The 
German player declares that he will use 
2CAPs to modify his second HMG attack roll. 
He scores a 14AV for a hit (4FP + 8 die roll 
+ 2CAPs). The MMG C pulls a suppressed 
hit counter. This time the Soviet decides 
to activate the suppressed MMG so that it 
may attempt to rally for 5APs. He needs to 
roll only a 6 since the MMG is in cover and 
receives a +1 rally modifier. He rolls a 9 and 
removes the hit counter. The German has 
3APs left and decides to move the HMG backwards into the woods 
for a total cost of 4 (2AP movement cost + 1AP woods penalty, + 
1CAP for moving backwards). The HMG is marked as spent.

The Soviet passes. The German activates squad B and fires at 
squad D, modifying his attack roll with 2CAPs. He rolls a 10 for a total 
16AV (4FP + 10 die roll + 2CAPs). Unit D has a 12DV. B’s AV is 4 or 
more than D’s DV, so squad D takes two hits and is destroyed. The 
German player gains an extra victory point and marks B as spent. The 
Soviet passes. Then the German passes, finishing the round. A new 
round begins and the pre-round sequence is followed (2.0). All spent 
units are flipped to their fresh sides and CAP levels are refreshed, etc. 

You are now ready to play Firefights 1 and 2. 
Play these firefights before continuing on with the rules.

Firefight 1 Hints: Be careful with your CAPs. CAP 
management is a core component of the game. 

COST 0 APs or CAPs
A player may take 1 FREE 

action, of any cost, with any 
fresh or spent unit. 

Command Action

CoH: Storms of Steel           #2

Objectives are specified 
in the firefight setup 

information.

Objective #1

CoH: Storms of Steel           

COST 0 APs or CAPs
A player may take 1 FREE 

action, of any cost, with any 
fresh or spent unit. 

Command Action

CoH: Storms of Steel           #2

COST 0 APs or CAPs
A player may take 1 FREE 

action, of any cost, with any 
fresh or spent unit. 

Command Action

CoH: Storms of Steel           #2

Objectives are specified 
in the firefight setup 

information.

Objective #1

CoH: Storms of Steel           

COST 0 APs or CAPs
As an action, roll 1D6.  
Opponent loses CAPs 
equal to the die result: 

1 = 0 CAPs, 2-3 = 1 CAP, 
4-5 = 2 CAPs, 6 = 3 CAPs.    

Sniper

CoH: Storms of Steel         #13

COST 0 APs or CAPs
A player may take 1 FREE 

action, of any cost, with any 
fresh or spent unit. 

Command Action

CoH: Storms of Steel           #2

COST 2 APs or CAPs
As an action, automatically 

rally any unit, even if in 
close combat. 

Auto-Rally

CoH: Storms of Steel           #3
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COST 2 APs or CAPs

Anti-tank weapon that may 

only be used at close range.

Resolve against flank DR.

Magnetic Mine

CoH: Storms of Steel           

FP 0/6 0 0

Bonus: A unit may move 

into an adjacent hex with 

no enemy units at no cost 

before the current mortar or 

artillery fire targetting it is 

resolved.

Frequency: Play & discard.

Close Call
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9.12 Group Firing
Multiple units may group fire by creating a firegroup. Firegroups must 
target a single hex. A firegroup designates one unit as the fire leader, 
with the rest of the units in the firegroup supporting it. Supporting 
units must be in the same hex as or adjacent to the fire leader, have 
the target hex in their arc of fire, have a clear LOS, be in range (NOT 
long range), and not have a hit marker that affects their FP.  
      The firegroup pays only the firing cost of the fire leader. Units may 
only join firegroups if they have a printed FP of the appropriate color 
greater than 0.  Each supporting unit in the firegroup increases the FP 
of the fire leader by 1FP. 

All fire modifiers are determined by the group’s fire leader.
Ex: Figure 16. A fresh German HMG squad 

and a fresh infantry squad group fire at a target. The 
HMG is designated the fire leader and pays 2APs. 
His FP increases from 4FP to 5FP due to the support 
of the rifle squad. These two squads could also have 
been in adjacent hexes to group fire.
        
9.13 Group Rally
Units in the same or continuous adjacent hexes may group rally for 
5APs/CAPs. Each rallying unit rolls separately. 

9.14 Other Group Actions
Multiple units in the same or continuous adjacent hexes may take 
other group actions such as creating group hasty defenses, etc. It is 
up to the player’s ingenuity what group combinations he can create. 

Ex: An activated German squad moves next to a fresh HMG 
squad. For his next action, the German plays a hasty defense Card on 
both squads. Both squads receive a hasty defense counter. The HMG 
is not marked as spent, since only a Card action was played on it.

9.2 Group Action Details
A group action may never be taken by multiple units that are not in 
the same or continuous adjacent hexes. Group actions can be taken 
and paid for in several ways: 

Units sharing their activations pay for a group action out of their • 
shared activation 7AP pool. (The AP pool amount may vary if 
optional rule 3.01 is used.)
Multiple fresh units may take a group opportunity action. After a • 
group opportunity action is taken, all participating units are marked 
as spent. 
       Ex: Two fresh German infantry squads are stacked together 
and have been overrun by a Soviet T-34 tank. The squads take a 
group opportunity move with each retreating one hex backwards 
into a different hex. Both are marked as spent.
Multiple spent, fresh, or activated units may take group command • 
actions using only CAPs. Fresh units are not marked as spent.  
       Ex: An activated German infantry squad moves into a hex with 
a non-activated HMG squad. The two group fire for 2CAPs (the 
HMG is the fire leader). The infantry squad then moves on using 
what remains of his AP pool. The HMG is not marked as spent.  
Action Cards may be played on a group of spent, fresh, or activated • 
units. Fresh units are not marked as spent. 
     Ex: Two hit infantry squads are in 
adjacent hexes, one spent, the other fresh. 
Auto-Rally Card #3 is played on both 
squads for the 2CAP cost listed on the 
Card. Both squads lose the hit counters 
and the one squad is still fresh. 
       Ex: Four adjacent rifles all move forward 
two hexes with action Card #5. 

Players may intersperse individual actions 
and group actions.
       Ex: Figure 17. German squad A 
activates and moves onto squad B for 1AP. 
The Soviet passes. 
       In Figure 18, both squads group move 
forward one hex for 1CAP. CAPs instead of 
APs are paid because squad B does not 
want to share an activation with squad A. 
Again the Soviet passes. Now both German 
squads group fire at squad C, with squad 
A as the fire leader, for 3CAPs. The squad 
A’s FP increases from 5 to 6FP and a hit is 
scored. The Soviet randomly pulls a pinned 
hit counter.  

You are now ready to play Firefight 2 with Cards. 

9.0 Shared Activations
Multiple fresh units can be activated together to coordinate their 
actions. The activated units take individual actions whose costs are 
deducted from a shared 7AP pool. A player need not declare which 
units are going to share an activation before taking actions and may 
add units on the fly. Units sharing activations do not have to be in the 
same or adjacent hexes. Each individual shared action still counts as 
a turn, which is followed by the opponent’s turn. When the shared AP 
pool is spent, all the units that shared the activation are marked 
as spent. 

A player may still only have one shared activation at a time. Thus 
a player will always have a maximum of only one pool of 7APs to 
spend. He can spend the 7APs either on one unit’s activation (3.0) or 
on a group of activated units as described above. 

Ex: An activated Soviet rifle squad moves west into a clear road 
hex for 1AP. The German passes. A fresh Soviet MMG squad (with 
a 2AP movement rate) decides to share in the activation by moving 
1 hex east onto the rifle’s hex. The MMG paid for its move out of the 
shared 7AP pool. There are now only 4APs left in the pool. 

Units sharing activations continue spending the shared 7AP pool, 
even if any number of them are destroyed. 

9.1 Group Actions
Multiple units may take any action as a group including moving, firing, 
and rallying. Group actions may be taken by:

Fresh units sharing their activation.• 
Fresh units grouping an opportunity action.• 
Spent, fresh, or activated units grouping a command action.• 
Spent, fresh, or activated units grouping the results of an action • 
Card. 

A player’s turn is over only after all participating units have completed 
the group action.  

9.11 Group Movement
Units in the same or continuous adjacent hexes may group move and 
pay only the movement rate of the unit with the highest movement 
cost. 

Ex: In the last example, the Soviet MMG and rifle squads are 
now stacked together. They group move into an open hex. The total 
cost for the move is 2APs (2APs for the slower MMG movement).

Units may split up a group by group moving away from each 
other. Once the units are no longer adjacent or in the same hex, 
they are back to sharing an activation pool and must take individual 
actions. There’s no longer any “group” movement effect.

Ex: Figure 14. Four 
Soviet rifle squads that 
are sharing an activation 
group move towards the 
German HMG. Three 
squads move into open 
terrain, but the fourth 
moves into woods so 
the group must pay 
the costlier 2AP woods 
movement. Had all squads moved into open hexes, the group move 
would have only cost 1AP. 

Once all four squads group moved, the Soviet turn is over and 
the German takes his turn by firing once. The activated HMG fires 
at the center Soviet squad for 2APs and destroys it. It is now the 
Soviet’s turn. 

In Figure 15, the 
Soviet player has 5APs 
remaining in the group 
pool and his next action 
could be to either group 
move the two adjacent 
squads or move the lone 
squad in the woods. He 
may not group move 
all three, since they are 
not all adjacent. He decides to move the group of two for 1AP. The 
German stalls for 1AP. The Soviet has 4APs left and moves the single 
squad forward one woods hex for two 2APs. Note that all of these 
Soviet moves (group and single actions) shared the same original 7AP 
pool.
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10.2 Hiding Squads During a Game
Un-hit squads that are out of enemy LOS may spend 7APs to hide 
themselves within a 1 hex radius of their current position. The 
destination hex must also be out of enemy LOS. The squads are 
taken off of the map and their new hex position is secretly written 
down. Squads may hide as a group using the group action rules. 

10.3 Snipers
Sniper squads were groups of men specially trained and outfitted to 
neutralize specific targets at long range. 

Hidden snipers may fire and stay hidden if 
they pass a detection check. After a sniper fires, his 
opponent rolls a 1D6 detection check once. On a 6 or 
higher, the sniper was detected and the hidden sniper 
is placed on the map. Detection check die rolls may 
be modified with CAPs. 

Snipers always fire at a defender’s flank defense. If hidden, the 
sniper must tell the defender if the shot came through its front or flank.

Ex: A hidden Soviet sniper states that it is firing at a German HMG 
through its front arc. The HMG only gets its flank DR for defense. 

Snipers firing into CC hexes do not hit their own units. 
Snipers are revealed under all other hidden unit rules and may 

re-hide if revealed.

You are now ready to play Firefights 3 and 4. 

Section 3
In this section you will learn how to deal with changes of elevation on 
the game map and templates. We also introduce mortars, artillery, 
and rules for using smoke to protect your units.

11.0 Hills
Hills are printed on templates that are placed on the map as dictated 
by a firefight. These hills are depicted in colored contours and come 
in levels that abstractly represent the height of the hill. All non-hill 
open terrain is considered to be level 0 (L0). Light brown hills are 
level 1 (L1) and dark brown hills are level 2 (L2). A bare hill hex with 
no buildings or woods is considered open terrain.
       Moving up a hill incurs a +1AP movement penalty per level to the 
moving unit. Roads do not negate this penalty.

Ex: Figure 20. A rifle squad moving from hex L to M pays 2APs 
(1AP for normal open movement +1AP for moving up one level). If 
there were woods in the higher level hex, the cost would be 3APs 
(2APs for woods movement +1AP for moving up a level).

11.1 Steep Terrain Movement
When the terrain moving between two hexes raises 2 levels, it is 
considered to be steep terrain. Movement into such a hex carries a 
+2AP movement penalty. Vehicles may not move up steep terrain.

Ex: Figure 20. Moving from hex P to Q would cost a rifle squad 
+2AP for a total movement cost of 3AP.

11.2 Higher Elevation Bonuses
Units on a higher level attacked by units at a lower level receive a +1DM. 
Units at a higher level firing at units on a lower lever receive a +1FP 
modifier.

In Figure 19, the squad A moves on 
into the woods for 2APs and has 4APs 
left. It  could continue to fire, continue 
moving, or take other actions. Squad B is 
not marked as spent since only CAPs were 
utilized for all group actions. 

Ex: Figure 17. This time both German 
squads share their activation. The squad 
A moves onto squad B for 1AP. The Soviet passes. Then both squads 
group move forward for another 1AP. The Soviet passes. In Figure 18, 
they group fire for 3APs and miss. The Soviet passes. Squad A moves 
into the woods for 2APs and the squads have no APs remaining in 
their group AP pool. Both squads are marked as spent. 

10.0 Hidden Units
A firefight will state if and how many units start the game hidden. 
Hidden units are kept off of the map and their locations are written 
on a separate sheet of paper. (Free hidden unit tracking maps are 
available at our web site.) The opponent has no idea where these 
units are since no counters are put on the map. Hidden units do not 
have a facing and their facing is decided when revealed. 
Hidden units are revealed if:
1. A hidden unit takes an action. Hidden units are revealed 
immediately if they take any action other than hidden movement, 
even if out of enemy LOS. It and all other hidden units in the same 
hex are immediately revealed and placed on the map.  

Action Cards may be played on a player’s own hidden units, 
but doing so reveals them unless stated otherwise in the Card’s 
description.
2. A hidden and a non-hidden unit are in the same hex. 
Hidden units are immediately revealed when they are in the same hex 
as any friendly or enemy non-hidden unit.
3. A hidden unit is fired upon and hit. 
Sometimes an attacker will shoot at a promising hex hoping to 
reveal an enemy. If multiple hidden units are in a hex, unit fire is only 
resolved against the unit with the lowest front DR. 

Mortar and artillery fire (12.1) is resolved against the unit with the 
lowest flank DR. 

If one hidden unit is hit and revealed, all other hidden units in the 
same hex are also revealed and placed on the map (see 2 above). 
       Attacks against hexes with potential hidden units are resolved 
even if there are no hidden units in the hex.  

Ex: A Soviet rifle squad is hidden in a woods hex for a red 14DV 
(12 front DR + 2DM for woods). A German 5FP HMG squad fires at 
the hex because he thinks it may be a good place for a hidden squad. 
In this case he guessed correctly, but does not know it. He scores a 
13AV and misses. The Soviet player promptly ridicules the German 
for thinking that there could be a hidden squad in that hex.
4. An enemy unit moves into the same hex or near it. 
Units hidden in open terrain hexes stay hidden until an enemy unit 
moves within 2 hexes of their hex and has a clear LOS.

Units hidden in covering terrain (see defense chart) stay hidden 
until an enemy unit moves into the same hex.  

Small balkas (11.5) count as cover for units in their hex if the LOS 
from the enemy unit to the hidden unit passes over the balka hex 
edge. 

Fortifications such as bunkers and hasty defenses (18.0)  count 
as cover. 

Higher elevation DMs do not apply as covering terrain.

10.1 Hidden Movement
Hidden squads may move and remain hidden. Hidden movement 
adds +3APs movement penalty when moving in covering terrain and 
+6APs movement penalty when moving in open terrain. All other 
movement modifiers are ignored.  

Ex: It costs a Soviet rifle squad 4APs to move hidden in woods. 
Hidden squads may move into or within enemy LOS. They may 

move adjacent to an enemy unit and still remain hidden, as long as 
they stay in covering terrain. Thus, a hidden squad would be revealed 
if it moved into open terrain that was within 2 hexes of an enemy unit.

To move a hidden squad(s) a player states which hidden unit he 
is activating, takes the action, and marks the new location on a sheet 
of paper or the “hidden unit tracking map” for future reference. 

When a hidden squad is activated and performs a hidden move, 
the player deducts the AP costs from the unit AP track the same as 
with any other unit. Once a hidden squad is spent, the hidden squad 
counter is placed next to the map in open view and is marked as spent. 
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the Soviet AT rifles +1DM against the incoming fire (green arrows). 
It would not receive protection for fire coming from the red arrow 
direction. 

12.0 Mortar Units
Mortar units represent teams of 2-6 men that fire explosive shells 
directly or indirectly. When a mortar can see its target, it fires directly.     
Some mortars can fire indirectly over obstacles at targets not in the 
mortar’s LOS. These mortars have an AP indirect fire cost marked on 
the counter in parentheses. To fire indirectly, the mortar unit must be 
within 2 hexes of a non-enemy occupied hex with a clear LOS to the 
target. This hex 
is referred to as 
the spotting hex 
and the mortar 
unit has LOS 
from this hex 
for all purposes. 
An enemy unit 
may occupy the 
hex between the 
mortar and the 
spotter.

Ex: Figure 21. A mortar in hex 2 could use hexes 6 and 12 as 
spotting hexes.
       Designer’s Note: Mortar units sent spotter teams out who 
directed the fire for the mortar units. These teams are simulated in 
the game by the spotting hex. The proximity between the spotting 
hex and the mortar team is necessary, since the spotter had to signal 
instructions to the mortar team. Very few platoon and company 
mortars had radios at this time. Some firefights may alter this rule 
for larger mortars, since some company level mortars ran telephone 
wires or had radio contact.
        Mortars may fire from woods and building hexes. (Mortars were 
often set up in yards, alleyways, or small woodland clearings.)
       Mortars may not fire at targets that are closer than their minimum 
range and must fire at targets in their arc of fire (mortars may conduct 
CC). 

Attack elevation bonuses for mortars are determined by the height 
of the spotting hex when using indirect fire. 

12.1 Mortar and Artillery Fire Resolution
All mortar and artillery fire is resolved against the flank defense 
rating of all target units (including hidden units). The defender gets the 
benefit of all terrain & fortification DMs (exception - 12.2 Air Bursts).

12.2 Mortar and Artillery Air Burst
Units with unarmored flank ratings in a woods (not light woods) hex that 
are subject to mortar or artillery fire do not receive the wood’s +2DM. 
       Designer’s Note: Usually artillery exploded upon impact with the 
ground. But when artillery shells hit dense tree cover, the shells would 
burst in the air sending shell and tree fragments raining down upon 
units on the ground and in fox holes. This effect was devastating. 

12.3 Off-Board Artillery (OBA)
Off-board artillery is represented by the weapon 
Cards and each firefight states if any are 
available. OBA has a 1 round delay. A player 
secretly writes down a target hex during the 
current pre-round sequence and resolves 
that artillery strike during the next pre-round 
sequence. The mechanics for resolving off-
board artillery are exactly like on-board mortar 
fire, except that off-board attacks are resolved 
against multiple hexes, usually the target 
hex and the 6 hexes surrounding it. (The 
affected hexes are marked on each weapon Card.) A separate attack 
is resolved against each of these 7 hexes. Of course, if there are 
multiple units in a hex, the off-board fire would be resolved separately 
for each unit. (We recommend that players download the free artillery 
planning maps from our website.)

Off-board artillery may use one of the units in the game or 
a mortar unit’s spotting hex as a designated spotter; or has pre-
designated strike hexes as specified in a firefight’s setup rules.

A spotter for OBA only needs to have LOS when the hexes are 
targeted, not when the OBA is resolved. OBA spotters may be hidden 
and do not get revealed when spotting. 

Elevation attack bonuses do not apply to OBA and their spotters.
Designer’s Note: Artillery fire was usually shot from kilometers 

11.3 Elevation and Line of Sight (LOS)
An elevation level covering the center dot of a hex fills the entire hex 
even if the artwork does not (just like other terrain). Units can fire 
from a lower into a higher elevation hex, but not beyond it at hexes of 
equal or lesser level.
       Ex: Figure 20. Unit A on L0 (ground level) can fire at higher hexes 
B and D, but not at hex C or any hexes beyond hex D.

Designer’s Note: When looking up at a hill that has a flat plateau 
beyond it, you can see the crest of the hill, but not the flat plateau.  

The same goes in reverse; a unit can fire at a target on an equal 
level hex, but not through and beyond it at a target on a lower level hex.

Ex: Figure 20. L1 hex C has clear LOS to hex B, but not to the 
lower level L0 hex A.

Obstacles are large features such as buildings and woods which 
for LOS purposes act as L1 obstacles that may block LOS. They 
follow the same LOS rules as L1 hills.  

L1 obstacles add to elevation levels regarding LOS. So a L1 
woods on a L1 hill hex equals a L2 obstacle. 

If LOS follows the edges of two hexes, it is not blocked if only 
one of the two hexes blocks the LOS.  

Ex: Figure 20. N can see hex F, even though hex D is L2, 
because the LOS also follows the edge of L1 hex C.

11.4 Blind Spots
Hexes at lower levels, directly behind obstacles, are blind spots to 
units at higher elevations. Hexes directly beyond hills are not blind to 
units from higher elevations on the same slope of the hill. 

Ex: Figure 21. L2 hex 1 can 
see into hexes 2 and 3, but 4, 5, 
and 6 are blind spots and thus 
out of LOS. Hex 1 can see hex 7, 
not 8, but can see again beyond 
8. Hex 1 can see 11, 12, and 13. 

Ex: L1 hex 14 can see into 
hexes 2 and 3, but not beyond 
them into lower L0 hexes. 
However, hex 14 could see 
another L1 or L2 hill past hexes 
2 and 3. 

11.5 Balkas
Balkas are deep Russian ravines created over time by flash floods 
and water. They often have steep rocky banks, which were difficult for 
vehicles to cross. 

Large balkas cover the center 
of a hex and may be moved 
through by all units including 
vehicles. Vehicles may enter and 
exit balkas at no extra costs only 
at balka openings, which are 
demarcated with track marks. 
These hexes include 10-I06, K11, 
H13, H14, and 9-D03. 

Infantry may enter and exit 
balka banks for an extra +3APs 
of movement. They enter and exit 
balka openings at no extra cost.

Large balkas and balka 
openings count as a -1 Level. The LOS of units in a large balka or 
balka opening extends only to bordering L0 or higher hexes and 
vice versa. Tanks and guns may fire out of a -1L balka hex at these 
bordering hexes, but not into a balka hex from a bordering hex. All 
other units may fire into balkas from bordering hexes and vice versa.

Designer’s Note: Tanks could raise their main guns quite high, 
but could not depress them enough to fire into a deep balka. 

All elevation and hill rules apply, including attackers firing down 
into a balka receiving +1FP, defenders outside of balkas receiving 
+1DM elevation bonus, blind spots, etc. 

Ex: Figure 22. All green arrows depict LOS. Red arrows show 
no LOS. A vehicle in hex 1 can fire at a vehicle in hex 2, but not 
vice versa. Infantry squads could fire back of 
course.  

Small balkas run along hex edges. These 
balkas may not be crossed by vehicles. A unit 
receives +1DM protection (in addition to the 
hex’s normal terrain type protection) for all 
incoming fire, from all levels, that crosses a 
small balka bordering the hex the unit is in. 

Ex: Figure 23. The small balka offers 
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away at pre-registered targets and was either called in by radio, field 
telephone, or pre-arranged signals such as flares. The pre-registered 
targets were marked on maps (or more likely, tissue overlays placed 
over the map) and were usually easily identifiable terrain features 
such as crossroads, built up areas, or high ground. The Soviets 
usually had indirect artillery support only when defending or attacking 
a fixed front line. On the move, any field guns in a Soviet force fired 
only over open sights providing direct heavy artillery fire. The German 
Army could call in fire on the move using reference points on a map 
and call for the fire by radio from a command tank or APC.

13.0 Smoke
Smoke is used to create a screen to cover a unit’s 
position and movement. When smoke is fired, a 1st 
round +2DM smoke counter is placed in the target 
hex. LOS and fire attacks may originate and end in a 
1st round +2DM smoke hex, but may not pass through 
it. Units receiving fire originating from or ending in a 1st 
round smoke hex receive a +2DM.

Ex: A targeted unit in a 1st round smoke hex adds +2DM to its DR. 
Ex: A unit firing out of a first round smoke hex adds +2DM to its 

target’s defense.  
At the beginning of every new round, all 1st round smoke 

counters are flipped to their 2nd round side and all 2nd round smoke 
counters are removed. 

2nd round smoke counters simulate smoke that 
has dissipated. These counters partially obscure LOS 
passing through the smoke, but do not block LOS. 
Units may see and fire through a +1DM smoke hex. 
Units receiving fire originating from, going through, or 
ending in a 1st round smoke hex receive a +1DM.

Smoke effects are cumulative. Two +1DM smoke counters in a 
hex act as a +2DM smoke screen and block all LOS through the hex. 
Two +2DM counters add +4DM for the hex, and so on. LOS passing 
through two hexes, each with a +1DM smoke counter, is blocked past 
the second hex. 

Smoke never damages units.

13.1 Unit Smoke Capability
Mortars that are 8cm or larger and all off-board artillery may 

fire smoke unless disallowed by the firefight. Other units may not 
fire smoke unless permitted by the firefight. Tanks and guns that can 
fire  smoke rounds may target hexes within the same range as their 
normal attacks, including long range. Engineer units may place smoke 
only in their own hex or 1 hex away (19.0). 

Smoke automatically hits the hex at which it is aimed. Off-board 
artillery smoke, which must be marked down when targeting a hex, 
affects the same target hexes like a normal attack. 

Unless otherwise specified, all smoke placed by units is +2DM.

You are now ready to play Firefights 5 and 6. 

Section 4
This section explains how vehicles, both tracked and wheeled, move, 
transport, and fight.

14.0 Vehicle Movement
Vehicles are either tracked units (like tanks) or wheeled units (like 
trucks and cars). Tracked units have a blue movement cost and 
wheeled units have a green movement cost in the top right corner of 
their counters. This is the cost to move one open terrain or road hex. 
Certain terrain types add to these costs and are listed in the vehicle 
movement table. These costs are cumulative. 
       Vehicles receive movement bonuses, which are represented 
on their counters by green colored wheel  or blue colored track  
symbols below the movement cost. 

Tracked vehicles that move one open terrain or road hex receive  
a bonus open terrain or road hex move per track symbol  for free.

Ex: A T-34 tank with a 1 movement cost and two blue track 
symbols  could move a combination of 3 open and/or road hexes 
per 1AP spent.  

All wheeled vehicles (not tracked) moving from one continuous 
road hex to another receive a bonus road hex move. In addition, they 
receive a bonus road hex move per wheel symbol  listed on their 
counter. All wheel bonus moves apply to road movement only!  

Ex: A truck with a 1 movement cost and one green wheel symbol 
 could move up to 3 road hexes per 1AP spent. (One extra hex for 

the wheel symbol and one for the on-road movement bonus.) This 
same truck could only move one open terrain hex.

The movement bonuses may not be used or saved if a vehicle 
moves onto another terrain type. The appropriate number of APs 
must be spent for the movement into the new terrain hex.      

Ex: Figure 24. The PzIIIe moves along the 
white arrow path over two open terrain hexes for 
1AP. He then moves into a woods hex for 3APs. 

Ex: Had the tank moved along the yellow 
arrow path, it would pay 1AP for the single open 
hex move. Any bonus moves are lost, because the 
tank then moved onto a non-open/road hex which 
had to be paid for in full with another 3APs woods 
movement cost. 

Vehicle movement actions include the 
movement bonuses. An entire multiple hex 
movement action must be completed before an 
opponent may react. 

Ex: Figure 25. A T-34 tank with two movement 
bonus symbols  can move a total of 3 open 
hexes. The T-34 moves 3 open hexes up a hill. 
The total cost is 3APs (1AP for the 3 hex move + 
1AP for each uphill level traversed). The three hex 
move counts as only one action and an opponent 
could not react until the tank had reached the top 
of the hill.  

It costs a vehicle a penalty of +1AP to move 
backwards, added to the normal movement cost of 
the terrain. Furthermore, any movement bonuses  
do not apply when moving in reverse. 

Roads negate hex restrictions and movement 
costs of terrain that covers the hex. Units must 
follow the roads from hex to hex to gain the road 
advantage. So a wheeled vehicle, which is usually 
restricted from entering a woods hex, can follow a 
road into woods paying the road movement cost 
only. 

Ex: Figure 24. The tank moves from the 
wooded hex onto the road hex, paying another 
3APs. Only when he is on the first road hex and 
moves to the next road hex does he get the advantage of the road 
bonus movement rate.
       Designer’s Note: A unit’s movement cost takes into account the 
time it took to give orders, study maps, set for sighting, and so on. 
The unit’s movement allowance is an abstraction of these processes. 
Even though a truck full of men could reach 100 kph, seldom did it 
travel so fast over the bumpy and muddy roads of Russia.
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Vehicle Movement Costs

Wheeled  
Vehicle

Tracked 
Vehicle

Open Terrain +0 AP +0 AP 
Bonus per   

Road +0 AP
  Bonus per 
+1 bonus hex

+0 AP 
Bonus per  

Buildings-Wood NA +2 APs

Buildings-Stone NA +3! APs

Barbed Wire NA +0 AP

Corn +0 AP +0 AP 
Bonus per 

Marsh NA +2! APs

Road Block NA +1D6 APs

Water NA NA

Wheat +0 AP +0 AP 
Bonus per 

Woods NA +2 APs

Light Woods +2 APs +1 AP

Move Backwards +1 AP +1 AP

Uphill +1 AP +1 AP

    Movement AP costs are cumulative.
      !    = Check immobilization: 2D6 > 6 is safe. 
             = Move an extra open and/or road hex.
        = Move an extra road hex.
     NA = Not accessible.

+2

+1
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14.1 Immobilization
Vehicles can be immobilized while moving over certain 
terrain such as stone buildings or marsh. After moving 
into terrain whose movement cost is followed by an “!” 
on the Vehicle Movement Table, the vehicle must check 
for immobilization. The player must roll 2D6 and score 
a 6 or higher to prevent his unit from being immobilized. 
He may modify this roll with CAPs.

Immobilized vehicles may not pivot, but turreted vehicles may 
still fire outside of their arc (15.5). 

Immobilized wheeled units may be towed by wheeled or tracked 
units. Tracked vehicles may be towed only by other tracked vehicles.
While towing, vehicles do not get the use of any movement bonus. 

Vehicles that were immobilized due to terrain that are then 
towed out of the immobilizing terrain, may move again. A vehicle 
immobilized through a hit counter always stays immobilized. 

15.0 Armored Defense Rating and Firepower
Until now we have only considered unarmored units such as infantry 
and various support teams. These unarmored units have front and 
flank DRs marked in red on their counters. These units usually fire 
bullets or high explosive ammunitions, marked by red FP values on 
their counters.

An armored unit’s front and flank DR is marked in blue on its 
counter. Similarly, certain units have munitions such as armor-piercing 
rounds. The armor-piercing FP is marked in blue on their counters. 
Blue FP can only be fired at units with blue defense ratings.
       Designer’s Note: When developing the tank FP values and DRs, 
round penetration and armor thickness were not the only factors 
taken into account. This would have generated distorted values. 
Targeting equipment, crew training, tank maintenance, rate of fire, 
armor slope, relative armor thickness, round “stick” factors, steel 
quality, radio access, movement speed, and more were considered 
for the system to yield historical combat results. By mid 1943, the 
Germans could finally field tanks that held their own against the 
Soviets. What gave them a tremendous tactical advantage was their 
superior targeting optics and most important, their inter-tank radio 
communications, which the Soviets did not have. These and other 
factors gave the Germans their 7:1 tank kill ratio.
       The ranges on the counters represent the distances at which the 
units historically shot, not their true maximum ranges. For example, 
the Panzer III 50L had a range of over 1800m, but knocked out over 
70% of its victims at less than 500m!

15.1 Multiple Target Types
A unit firing at a hex with multiple units that have different DR colors 
rolls against each with the appropriate FP color. 
       Ex: The Tiger Ie tank shown above fires at a hex containing a 
tank and an infantry squad. Against the tank, the Tiger uses his blue 
12FP. Against the infantry squad, the Tiger Ie uses his red 6FP. 

15.2 Vehicle Hits
Hits against vehicles are resolved in the same manner as hits against 
foot units (7.4). 

Destroyed (x1): 
Immediately remove •	
the affected unit 
from the map.

Gun 
Damaged

No Rally Gun Damaged (x2): 
Either the Blue •	
or Red FP ability 
is damaged and   
cannot be used   
to attack.

-1
+1

Immobilized

No Rally Immobilized (x5): 
Unit may not move.•	
Front DR decreases •	
by 1.
Flank DR increases •	
by 1.

No Rally

Light 
Damage

Light Damage (x5): 
Unit mechanical •	
stats are not 
affected in 
any way, just  
psychological.

-4
+0

Panicked

R>9 _ Panicked (x1): 
Unit may not fire.•	
Front DR      •	
decreases by 4.
9 needed to rally.•	  

Stunned

R>9 _ Stunned (x1): 
Unit may not                                       •	
move, fire or take 
any action other 
than rally.
9 needed to rally.•	   

-3 
-5

Suppressed

+1 R>8 _ Suppressed (x5): 
Costs +1AP to fire.  •	
FP decreases by •	
-3 for red and -5 for 
blue.
8 needed to rally.•	  

Back of Hit 
Counters 

All vehicle hit •	
counters shown 
have the same 
back art.

 = The ability is lost. Black means all, blue or red is gun color specific.            

Designer’s Note: Some vehicle hit counters can not be rallied  
because most of the damage to them was of a physical nature that 
could not be readily repaired in the heat of battle. 

15.3 Range Effects
Combat ranges for vehicles and their effect on FP are identical to that 
of foot units covered in section 7.6.
 
15.4 Open Topped Vehicles
Open topped vehicles have a white box with red 
border around their flank DR. This DR changes from 
blue to red when attacked by artillery or mortar fire 
and in CC by foot units. 

Ex: The Marder IIIh would have a red 12DR if 
attacked by a Soviet SMG squad in CC. 

Designer’s Note: Many self propelled guns had 
open tops and rear sections, which made them very vulnerable to 
hand grenades, artillery shrapnel, and other incoming flank fire.

15.5 Turreted Vehicles
Some vehicles, such as tanks, have turreted guns 
which are designated with a white circle under their 
AP cost to fire. A turreted gun can rotate 360 degrees 
without the vehicle having to change its facing. Thus, 
vehicles with turreted guns are the only units that can 
fire at targets outside their arcs of fire, which they 
may do for an additional 1AP/CAP cost to fire. The tank’s facing does 
not change when firing outside of its arc and does not constitute an 
additional action. 
       Turreted vehicles firing outside of their arc with an opportunity 
action or a command action Card do not have to pay an additional 
1AP/CAP.
       Designer’s Note: Most tanks kept their turret firing action within 
the front 120 degree arc rotational. If a tank was threatened by an 
enemy, the crew would try to face the threat, thus offering the smallest 
target silhouette with the highest armored area while protecting the 
treads of the tank. Often tactical logic was overcome by the sheer 
psychological stress and panic of taking flank shots. 
       Self Propelled Guns (SPGs) were field guns 
mounted onto a tank chassis. Having no turret, they 
had limited horizontal tracking ability and had to pivot 
the entire tank in order to follow a target. This made 
moving target acquisitions more difficult than for tanks. 
This combat occurrence is designed into the game 
mechanics, dispensing complicated turret rules. The 
rotation speed, crew training and reaction speed, command visibility, 
and targeting capabilities are calculated into the “AP Cost to Fire” for 
each unit type. Lastly, SPGs still have to expend a separate pivoting 
actions in order to fire outside of their arcs.  

15.6 Vehicles as Cover
All vehicles offer +1DM per vehicle to all non-transported infantry 
squads in the same hex. The squads do not have to move cautiously.

Ex: A rifle squad and a tank group move towards an enemy 
position. The squad is not being transported, so it is placed under the 
tank as they move forward and receives a +1DM from the tank.

16.0 Trucks 
Trucks represent vehicles designed to move other 
units and supplies over road systems. Trucks utilize 
green movement making them good for roads. 

Trucks have a -2FP and a range of 0, so they may 
attempt feeble CC attacks.

Wheeled vehicles entering a road hex with other 
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vehicles already in it must pay an additional movement penalty of +1AP 
per vehicle. This simulates road congestion.

16.1 Armored Personnel Carriers (APC)
APC units represent vehicles designed to transport 
and protect other units. All units transported by an APC 
with a +2 red shield receive a +2DM. Towed guns and 
mortar units also receive this bonus, since the gun 
crew rides in the APC. All other transportation rules 
apply.

Incoming fire is resolved simultaneously against the APC and 
any units being transported. Attacks are still rolled individually for 
each unit. If the APC is destroyed, transported units still receive the 
APC’s +2DM for that attack. 

16.2 Anti-Tank and Infantry Guns
These units represent teams of 2-6 men with anti-
tank or infantry guns that fire armor-piercing or high 
explosive shells.  

Designer’s Note: Guns have a blue front DR 
because the crew is protected by the steel gun shield. 
However, the crew is left very exposed and vulnerable as soon as the 
gun is flanked. 

17.0 Loading, Transporting, and Unloading Units
All vehicles may transport one foot unit, pull one gun, or pull one 
immobilized vehicle (14.1). 

Loading, transporting, and unloading a unit utilizes the group 
movement rules (9.11). The vehicle moves onto the same hex as the 
unit it wishes to transport and uses a group action to pay the open 
terrain movement cost of the unit that is to be loaded. While being 
transported, the unit counter is put on top of the vehicle counter, 
facing the same direction. Transported units receive no vehicle cover 
from the vehicle they are being transported by (exception - 16.1 
APCs). A vehicle does not suffer a movement penalty for moving 
while loaded.

A unit being transported may not fire and must unload first.
To unload a transported unit(s), the vehicle must pay the loaded 

unit’s open terrain movement cost with a group action. The unloaded 
unit is now placed under the vehicle facing any direction. 

Ex: Figure 26. A PzIIf transporting a PaK38 Gun group moves 
two open hexes for 1AP. The PzIIf moves another 2 hexes for an 

additional 1AP, unloads the gun for 4APs, and moves once more. The 
gun and PzIIf are both marked as spent. (For these examples, the 
Soviet passes between each German action.)

Ex: A German 251/1 APC group transporting an infantry squad 
moves next to a Soviet rifle squad for 1AP. The APC fires point blank 
for 2APs hitting the Soviet. Then the German unloads the infantry 
squad for 1AP and for his next action group fires the units at the 
Soviet for 2APs. 

Ex: An Opel truck transported a PaK38 gun last round, but did 
not unload it. This round the player begins his activation by unloading 
the gun for 4CAPs and then moves the truck on. The gun remains 
fresh and can still be activated later in the round. 

17.1 Firing at Transported Units
Incoming fire is resolved simultaneously against a vehicle 
and the flank DRs of any transported units. Attacks are 
rolled individually for each unit. Both the vehicle and the 
transported unit receive the hex’s terrain modifier. If a 
transporting vehicle is destroyed, any surviving unit is 
placed on the map facing the same way the vehicle was 
facing when destroyed. Transported units do not receive 
extra damage if the vehicle is destroyed. 

Ex: Figure 27. The German 251/1 APC, transporting 
an infantry squad with group movement, moves up from 
the south and has 5APs left. The Soviet passes. The 
infantry unloads for 1AP. The Soviet 57mm AT gun pivots 
in the hex towards the new threat for 1CAP. The German 
squad then moves into the wooden building for 2APs. 

The Soviet activates the AT gun and fires at the PzIIIh but misses. 
The APC backs up out of LOS for 2APs and the German ends the 
activation by marking both the APC and the infantry squad as spent.        

In Figure 28, the Soviet 
player stalls by paying 1AP 
of the remaining 2APs of 
the AT gun’s AP pool. The 
German activates the PzIIIh 
and moves forward to engage 
the AT gun in close combat. 
The Soviet cannot react until 
after the tank is in the same 
hex since the tank receives 
two hexes of open movement 
per 1AP. The Soviet passes 
and marks the AT gun as 
spent. Close combat always 
uses the defender’s flank DR, which in the case of the AT gun is a 
red 10. The PzIII has an 8FP for close combat (4FP + 4CC modifier). 
The tank needs to roll a 2 to hit. He rolls a 9 = 2 hits and the AT gun 
is destroyed. The destroyed AT gun counter is placed on the next 
lower open CAPs track space on the Soviet track sheet. The PzIIIh is 
marked as spent and the German receives a victory point. 
       In Figure 29, the Soviet 
activates the hit rifle squad. 
He plays an auto-rally action 
Card for 2APs, removing the 
hit counter. The German fires 
short range at the rifles, but 
misses and marks the tank 
as spent. The Soviet rifle then 
moves onto the tank for 1AP. 
The tank fires for 3CAPs and 
CC attacks with 8FP. The 
Soviet only has an 11DV. The 
German rolls a 2 and misses! The rifle has a 4AV (blue 0FP + 4FP CC 
modifier). The Soviet modifies his roll with 1CAP, now needs a 9 to hit 
and succeeds! The tank pulls a vehicle red gun disabled hit counter. 
The Soviet rifle has 0APs left and marks the squad as spent. 

The German is the active player, but can no longer fire the tank 
at the infantry squad since its red FP is disabled. Instead he plays a 
command action Card and moves one hex backwards along the road. 

In Figure 30, the Soviet 
marks the rifles as spent, 
activates the SMG, and 
moves forward one hex. The 
German passes. The SMG 
then short range fires at the 
German infantry squad with 
an 8AV (5FP + 3FP short 
range bonus). The German 
is in a wooden building, thus 
has a 13DV. The SMG rolls a 
7 and hits the German. The 
German again passes. The 
SMG spends another 3APs, 
fires again, destroys the 
infantry squad, receives a victory point, and marks the SMG as spent. 
The destroyed German squad is placed on the next lower open space 
on the German CAPs track. The German passes, followed by the 
Soviet, and the round is over. A new round begins with the pre-round 
sequence.

You are now ready to play 
Firefights 7 and 8. 
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Section 5
This section introduces fortifications and hindrances.

18.0 Fortifications and Hindrances
Fortifications include hasty defenses, trenches, gun pits, and bunkers. 
Hindrances include barbed wire, anti-tank ditches, and land mines. 
All are represented by counters placed on the map. No more than 1 
of each type of fortification or hindrance may be in a hex, except for 
hasty defenses.

When units occupy a fortification, they are placed under the 
counter and receive the cumulative benefit of the terrain DM and the 
fortification DM. In close combat situations, fortifications benefit all 
occupying unit(s). (This includes the attackers if they manage to enter 
the fortification.)   

Fortifications and hindrances do not block LOS.

18.1 Hasty Defense 
Hasty defense counters may be placed in any terrain, 
including buildings (this represents fortifying the 
position). A hasty defense placement may be part of a 
firefight setup, be set by an action Card, or be set by 
foot units only for a cost of 7APs. 

A hasty defense counter may only be occupied by 
the unit that placed it and is removed when that unit pivots, moves, or 
is killed. A hasty defense counter is placed over the unit that prepared 
it and adds a +1DM to the unit’s DR. 

Multiple hasty defenses may be built by multiple units in a hex, 
but only one hasty defense may by placed on each individual unit. 

Players may build as many hasty defenses as there are counters 
available in the game. 

18.2 Trenches, Gun Pits, and Bunkers
Firefights start with trench, gun pit, and bunker counters on the map. 
They may not be built during the course of a game unless specified 
by the firefight. The DR of units under these counters are increased 
by the amount marked on the bottom right corner of the counters, plus 
any other terrain modifiers.

Trenches may be used by all infantry squads, 
but not vehicles or guns. Wheeled vehicles are not 
allowed into trench hexes and the trench counter is 
marked as such with the green symbol in the upper 
right hand corner. Units in trenches may face, and 
subsequently fire, in any direction and receive a red 
+2DM from all directions. An unlimited number of units 
may be placed under a trench. 

Gun pit emplacements add a blue frontal +3DM,  
no flank DM, and may be used by anti-tank guns, 
infantry guns, and artillery guns. Some firefights 
may even allow vehicles to set up in gun pits. Gun 
pits have a red facing, so may not be moved during 
the game. Units inside of a gun pit may face in any 
direction, but the gun pit defense bonuses are based 
on the gun pit’s orientation, rather than the unit’s. An unlimited 
number of units may be placed under a gun pit.

Ex: A German PaK 40 gun has the same facing as the gun pit 
it is in. A T-34 has flanked the gun, so the PaK pivots for 1CAP. The 
T-34 fires at the PaKs blue front 13DR. The PaK does not receive any 
DMs from the gun pit, because the T-34 is firing through the gun pit’s 
flank.    

Bunkers may be occupied by all foot units, 
including AT guns, etc. Bunkers have a red facing, 
so may not pivot during the game. Units outside of a 
bunker’s arc of fire are out of LOS and not seen by 
units occupying the bunker. An unlimited number of 
units may be placed under a bunker. 

Bunkers have a black front defense rating which 
adds DMs against both blue and red direct frontal FP and all mortar/
artillery fire. The smaller secondary shield defense value is the bunker 
DM added to a unit’s defense for any direct fire (not mortar and 
artillery fire) originating from the bunker’s flank.

Ex: For the bunker shown, a rifle squad inside adds +5DM to its 
flank 11DR for a total 16DV against all incoming artillery/mortar fire. 

Ex: This same squad would receive a +5DM to its front 12DR for 
a total 17DV against direct frontal fire from tanks, infantry squads, etc. 
If this rifle were fired on from the bunker’s flank, it would have a red 
13DV (11DR + 2DM for the bunker’s flank defense modifier).   

After moving into a trench, gun pit, or bunker hex, a unit must 
take an additional action to occupy the fortification for an additional 

1AP. Units assaulting a fortification in CC may attempt to occupy the 
fortification by taking this 1AP action. 

Units must pay 1AP if they wish to exit a fortification without leaving 
the hex and may pivot freely as part of this action. Units may exit a 
fortification at no additional costs if part of a movement action out of the 
hex. 

18.3 Anti-Tank Ditches
Two of the map overlays have anti-tank ditches that look similar 
to trenches. Vehicles and guns may not enter an anti-tank ditch 
hex. Infantry squads may move into an A-T ditch at an extra 2AP 
movement penalty. 
Designer’s Note: A-T ditches do not add any infantry DM because 
they are too steep and deep for infantry to set up in.  

18.4 Barbed Wire
Wire counters affect foot units that want to move into 
the hex from any direction. Foot units that wish to 
move into a wire hex must:

Announce their intent to move into the wire hex.1. 
Roll 1D6 to determine a movement penalty cost.2. 
Add the movement penalty to the normal terrain movement cost.3. 

If after rolling for the penalty cost, an activated unit does not have 
enough APs/CAPs to move into the wire hex or if the player does not 
wish to pay the additional APs/CAPs to move into the hex, the unit 
loses all of its remaining APs. This attempt counts as an action. The 
activated unit may still take further CAP or Card actions. 

Ex: A German rifle squad occupies an open hex with a wire 
counter on it. A Soviet squad wishes to move into the German hex 
in order to initiate close combat. The Soviet has 4APs and 2CAPs 
left. He states his intent, rolls 1D6 for a 4 and so must pay 5APs total 
to move into the wire hex with the German (the 4 rolled + 1AP open 
terrain movement cost). The Soviet may either pay 4APs + 1CAP to 
move in or not move in and lose his remaining 4APs.

Tracked units with blue movement values must pay an additional 
2AP movement penalty to move into a wire hex. Wire counters are 
automatically destroyed and removed when a tracked unit with blue 
movement value moves into the hex.

Wheeled green units may not enter a wire hex. 
Wire may be placed on any hex during setup and cannot be set 

up or removed during the game unless called for by the firefight’s 
special rules. 

Wire may be destroyed with an attack equal to or greater than 
its red 15DR, which is printed on the bottom right hand corner of the 
counter. The DR of wire is modified by any applicable terrain DM. 

Incoming fire is resolved simultaneously against the wire and 
any other units in the hex. All foot units may CC wire, even if there are 
enemy units in the same hex.

18.5 Land Mines
Mines may be placed on any hex, openly or hidden, 
as specified by a firefight. If a hidden mine is moved 
onto, a mine counter is placed in the hex. Mines 
attack enemy or friendly units immediately after the 
units move into a mined hex or take any action other 
than firing, rallying, or spotting for OBA. Units moving 
out of a mine hex are not affected by the mines. If a 
new unit moves into a mined hex with an existing unit in it, only the 
new unit is affected by the mine attack. 

Mines with a blue number explode against vehicles with blue or • 
green movement values. 
Mines with a red number explode against units with red • 
movement values.
Mines with a black number explode against all units. • 

When a unit moves onto a mine and it explodes, the owner of the unit 
rolls 2D6. On a die result equal to or greater than the number listed, 
the unit is hit. On a die result 4 more than the number listed, the unit 
is destroyed. A player may modify the die roll with CAPs.

Terrain and fortification DMs do not affect mine attacks.
Ex: A mine with a blue number would affect vehicles only. Foot 

units are safe to move over them. 
Land mines can be cleared by artillery/mortar fire or fire from foot 

units that succeed with a CC attack against its red 15DR (which is 
printed on the bottom right corner of the counter) plus any applicable 
terrain DMs. 

Land mines affect all sides, both friendly and enemy, the same.
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pivots one hex side all for 1AP.  The opponent passes. Then the 
airplane moves forward two hexes, attacks once, and moves forward 
for a total cost of 2APs (1AP for the four impulse combo + 1AP for 
attacking). The opponent passes. For the next action, the airplane 
may not fire immediately, but must first move forward one hex.  

Airplanes are like any other unit and a player may intersperse its 
actions with actions taken by other units. Players may not stall with  
airplanes or take group actions, but may take command actions.

Unless a command action is taken, a spent airplane must 
move in a straight line off of the map with no altitude or directional 
change.  A spent airplane moves off of the map at no cost, by taking 
actions that move the airplane a number of hexes equal to its impulse 
number. But once a no cost movement action has been taken, the 
player may no longer take command actions with the spent airplane.  

An airplane may not re-enter the map if it leaves the map for any 
reason, even if it has APs left over. Actions Cards may not be played 
on airplanes.

Airplanes may only be fired at by units that have 
a blue circle under their FP. Combat is resolved in 
the same way as for ground units, including range 
modifiers. 

Ex: The 251-17 APC has a 2cm anti-air FlaK 38 
gun that attacks with a blue 4FP. If a plane were in 
an adjacent hex, the 251-17 would get a close range 
+3FP bonus.

If a plane takes a hit, it may no longer attack and must fly off of 
the map. Airplanes do not receive hit markers. A hit plane may still 
maneuver. A second hit destroys the airplane. 

20.1 Airplane Altitude
Airplanes may fly at different altitudes. The height of 
an airplane is represented by altitude counters which 
are placed under the airplane counter. An airplane 
flying without any altitude counters is flying at strafing 
level, which is usually under 50 meters. Each counter 
adds 50 meters of altitude and reduces its ground 
attack firepower by 1FP and increases its defense 
ratings by 1DR.

Airplanes may change their altitude by one counter up or down 
per hex moved. Changing altitude uses an impulse. Each altitude 
increase (not decrease) impulse costs an extra 1AP.

Ex: To show a Shturmovik airplane flying at an altitude of 150 
meters you would put the airplane counter on top of two altitude 
counters. These extra altitude counters lower the Shturmovik’s FP to 
a blue 8FP / red 4FP and increases its defense to a blue flank 14DR 
and front 15DR.  

20.2 Airplane Combat
The range of airplanes is 2-3 hexes. An airplane may not fire at 
targets closer than 2 hexes, but may fire from further away. For every 
hex beyond 3 hexes that the airplane fires, its FP is decreased by 1, 
up to double its printed range.  

Ex: The Stuka has one altitude marker under it. It fires at a red 
DR target 6 hexes in front of it. It has a red 2FP (6FP - 1FP for the 
altitude marker - 3FP for its range beyond 3). 

In air to air combat, higher altitude units receive +1DM and +1FP. 
Airplanes do not receive this bonus against ground units.

20.3 Air LOS
Blind hex rules are in effect 
for attacks by airplanes 
independent of height (11.4). 
Airplanes are considered to 
be above ground obstacles 
and can see over hills, 
etc, no matter how many 
altitude counters are under 
an airplane. The hex directly 
behind any obstacle is 
considered a blind hex.

Ex: Figure 31. A Stuka 
fires into a large balka. Hexes 
A, B, and F are blind spots 
because of the L0 to L-1 drop. 
The stuka can not fire at H, 
because it is short of its range. 
The plane can see both the 
Soviet tank and rifle squad. It 
can also see hexes C, D, & E.

18.6 Fortification and Hindrance Destruction
Fortifications and hindrances with a red 15DR in the bottom right 
hand corner of their counters can be destroyed. The DR of a 
fortification or hindrance is modified by any terrain DM, such as 
woods or smoke. When a fortification or hindrance is hit, it is removed 
from the game.

Regarding attacks against units in fortifications, incoming fire is 
resolved simultaneously against the fortification and any units inside. 
Attacks are still rolled individually for the fortification and each unit. If 
the fortification is destroyed, units still receive the fortification’s DM for 
that attack.

Units in fortifications defend with their flank defense against 
flank, artillery/mortar, and CC attacks as normal.       

A player may attack a fortification or hindrance that has no units 
in it in an attempt to destroy it.

Ex: Soviet artillery with a red 6FP fires at 2 rifle squads under 
a bunker counter with a 15DV and a black 5 DM. The artillery rolls a 
10 for a total 16AV and the bunker counter is removed. The Soviet 
rolls a 14AV against the first rifle’s 16DV (11 flank DR +5DM from the 
bunker) and misses. For the second rifle squad, the Soviet rolls a 
12AV and misses. 

You are now ready to play Firefight 9. 

Section 6
This section introduces other units and rules for playing with more 
than 2 players and solitaire play.

19.0 Engineers
Engineers were specially trained squads outfitted to 
assault enemy positions. Engineers behave exactly 
like other infantry squads, except for the following 
abilities: 

Engineers reveal hidden mines but do not trigger • 
an attack from them
Engineers can fire•  +2DM smoke up to 1 hex distance for 3APs.

20.0 Airplanes
Designer’s Note: The dive bombing and attack airplanes from both 
the Germans and Soviets were devastating to ground units during 
the battle of Kursk. The Germans used their airplanes like artillery, 
pinpoint-bombing many Soviet strongholds. The Soviets used their 
Shturmoviks to destroy heavy German tanks with ease. Both sides 
had airplanes fitted with 30 and 37mm auto-cannons. The planes 
would target the soft tops and engine compartments of the enemy 
tanks, blowing up even the toughest tanks. For example, the feared 
German Panther D main battle tank had 106mm of front turret armor, 
but only 16mm of top armor! No wonder that the Storms of Steel from 
above were so feared!

Airplanes always begin and end their activations off the map. An 
activated plane moves onto a map as designated by the firefight at 
any elevation chosen by the player. When an airplane is activated, it 
receives 7APs like any other unit. An airplane’s action consists of a 
number of impulses as marked in the blue hexagon located on the top 
right corner of the counter. Each impulse allows an airplane to move 
one hex, pivot one hexside, change one altitude level, or conduct 
one attack. Each action sequence consists of a combination of these 
impulses up to the total number printed in the blue hex and costs 1AP. 
A player must pay an additional 1AP for each attack impulse taken. 

The first impulse in an action sequence must be a forward 
movement. An airplane may move forward into any of its three front 
arc hexes. Airplanes may attack once or pivot only 1 hex side after 
moving forward one hex. An airplane may not move forward one hex, 
then pivot and attack. 

The impulse combination is considered one action and only after 
all of the impulses have been performed may an opponent react. 

Ex: The Shturmovik gets four impulses per action and moves 
forward 1 hex, pivots one hex side, moves forward another hex, and 
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Smoke affects an airplane’s attack/defense independent of height. 
Hidden units are revealed by airplanes the same way they are 

revealed by ground units, no matter what the altitude of the airplane.
Ex: A unit hidden in open terrain would be spotted by an airplane 

passing it within 2 hexes.  

20.4 Bombs
Certain firefights will allow airplanes to carry bombs. 
Dropping bombs costs the same as other air attacks 
and follows the same rules. The only difference is that 
an airplane may drop as many bombs as it wants per 
attack. Bomb FP is affected by altitude and range the 
same way a regular plane attack is. 

Ex: A German Henschel HS-129b with four 50kg 
bombs drops two on a bunker from a height of 250 meters (4 altitude 
counters) and a range of 3 hexes. Each bomb’s firepower is modified 
to 2FP (6FP -4FP for the altitude) and each attacks the target 
separately. The Plane only expends 1 additional AP for dropping the 
two bombs.   

Certain firefights will allow airplanes to drop anti-personnel 
cluster bombs. These A-P cluster bombs are dropped like regular 
bombs and when they hit their target hex, are replaced on the map 
with a red value land mine counter. 

21.0 Three to Four Player Games
Some firefights are designed for more than 2 players. Each player 
has his own track sheet and force to command. Play progresses with 
all players from one side individually taking turns (at the same time or 
consecutively, if things get too hectic). 

Ex: One side takes turns, then the other. For instance, German 1 
and German 2, then Soviet 1 and Soviet 2.

Simultaneous play is recommended for firefights where the 
forces of allied players are not intermixed on the board. 

Players may also decide at the beginning of the game to alternate 
the order of player turns from Soviet to German or vice versa.

Ex: German 1 turn, then Soviet 1, then German 2, then Soviet 2.
If players decide to alternate the order of player turns, then each 

player rolls for initiative individually. The high roller goes first, with 
play again proceeding in alternating order - German, Soviet, German, 
Soviet.

When all but 1 player from both sides passes in a row, the round 
ends.

Ex: Both Soviet players pass. Then one of the Germans passes 
while the other German player wants to take an action. Unfortunately, 
the round is immediately over.

With less than four players in a multi-player game, a player 
may take command of more than one force. We suggest that turns 
alternate between forces. 

Cards may not be traded between forces.
Victory conditions are awarded to the player that moves onto the 

hex first, etc. Players may decide to play the game for an individual 
win or as a group win. 

21.1 Solitaire Play
When playing solitaire, it is recommended that you use the Variable 
APs optional rule (3.01). 

21.2 Hidden Units for Solitaire Play
For each hidden unit called for in a firefight, mark two hexes that are 
likely hiding spots on the map with pennies. Place the hidden unit in a 
cup, along with a dummy counter (any counter not being used in the 
game). When a hidden unit needs to come into play, a player pulls 
a counter randomly from the cup to see if a unit is actually there. If 
the counter pulled is a dummy counter, the spot was a decoy and the 
dummy counter and penny are disCarded and play continues. 

Ex: Two units may be hidden. The player marks 4 hexes with 
pennies and then puts the two units and two dummy (misc.) counters 
in a cup. 

21.3 Equalizing Play
If a game is out of balance because the opponents have different 
levels of experience, you can equalize the firefight by increasing the 
disadvantaged player’s starting CAP level by one or two points. 

You are now ready to play the rest of the firefights. Have fun!

Designer’s Notes: Welcome to the second game in the Conflict of 
Heroes game series. Storms of Steel offers a much different tactical 
experience than Awakening the Bear. In the two years since the 
invasion of Russia in 1941, the Germans finally had tanks that were 
superior to those of the Soviets. The new Panther and Tiger tanks 
had incredible armor, with guns that could knock out enemy tanks 
up to ranges of over 2km! So instead of having to get close and 
personal, the Germans now must try to pick off the masses of Soviet 
tanks from afar. Unfortunately for the Germans, Kursk often did not 
give them this option. The Germans ignored their successful tactics 
of striking the Russians with fast, enveloping Panzer attacks. Instead, 
they were sucked into a battle where the enemy knew from where 
they were coming and had several months to dig in, lay mine fields, 
and build up reinforcements. We have portrayed the difficulties that 
both sides faced in this tremendous battle of mass artillery strikes, 
airplane attacks, and clashing tanks. It was truly a storm of steel. 

We have also significantly streamlined the rules and made minor 
improvements. The biggest game play change is that all players can 
now simultaneously have an activated unit. We feel that this change 
opens up tactical counter-striking possibilities and capabilities for the 
players. An updated version of the rule set for Awakening the Bear 
that takes these changes into account are available on our website.

I want to thank our online gaming friends for answering questions 
that new players have. This in large part helped Awakening the Bear 
win the 2009 Origins Award for Best Historical Board Game. This 
is to boardgaming what the Oscars are to the movies. We owe this 
success to you.   

The CoH rules system is structured to be very open, since one 
cannot foresee all possibilities in a game with so many variables. 
If there is a disagreement in the rule interpretations, use common 
sense and come to a friendly agreement on how to resolve the 
situation with the other player. That is why we posted so many 
designer notes, so that you could understand the logic behind the 
rules. We also have an extensive Q&A section posted on the website. 
If you can still come to no resolution, just post your question on 
BoardGameGeek or Consimworld. There usually is someone online 
24/7 who will quickly send you an answer.

Remember that the spirit of this game is to spend a few 
enjoyable hours with friends, while having an excuse to taunt and 
ridicule them! :)

Uwe Eickert - July 2009 

Special thanks to the following people who helped in the development 
of the game. I appreciate the numerous ideas, hours of historical 
research, and stimulating discussions.

Nicholas Warcholak (rules editing and game development)
Gunter Eickert (game, rules, and firefight development) 
James Palmer (rules editing and development)
Doug Ragan (rules development from Mississauga, Canada :)
John Hill, Bill Jaffe, Dana Lombardy (firefight development)
Stephen Paschal (original cover artwork, www.stephenpaschal.com)
Dave Schmid (airplane models, www.armamentsinminiature.com) 
Anthony Foxwell (counter model pictures)

The latest rule version, video rules, Q&A, additional free firefights, 
and much more can be found online at: 

 
www.ConflictofHeroes.com   or   www.Academy-Games.com

Online forums for quick answers:
www.BoardGameGeek.com/boardgame/38823

 
The Conflict of Heroes Game Series:
5001 Awakening the Bear - Russia 1941-42
5101 Expansion Board - The Marsh
5102 Price of Honour - Poland 1939 Expansion (Expected in 2010)
5002 Storms of Steel - Kursk 1943
5003 First Men In - Normandy 1944 (Expected in late 2010)
5004 Guadalcanal (Expected in 2010)
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COST 0 APs or CAPs
A player may take 1 FREE 

action, of any cost, with any 
fresh or spent unit. 

Command Action

CoH: Storms of Steel           #2

Command Action (x12)     Card #2
As an action, any fresh or spent 
unit or group may execute one 
action at no cost.   

COST 2 APs or CAPs
As an action, automatically 

rally any unit, even if in 
close combat. 

Auto-Rally

CoH: Storms of Steel           #3

Auto-Rally (x2)                  Card #3
As an action, any fresh or spent 
unit or group may immediately rally. 
Certain vehicle hit counters have 
no rally option and thus may not 
use this Card.    

COST 0 APs or CAPs
As an action, attempt to rally 
any unit not in close combat. 

Must roll for effect.  

Rally Attempt

CoH: Storms of Steel           #4

Rally Attempt (x2)             Card #4
As an action, any fresh or spent 
unit or group may roll to attempt to 
rally.

COST 0 APs or CAPs
As an action, move any one 
of your units 2 hexes over 

any passable terrain.  

Move 2 Hexes

CoH: Storms of Steel           #5

Move 2 Hexes (x2)            Card #5
As an action, any spent, fresh, or 
hidden unit or group may move up 
to 2 hexes. Concealed movement 
rules apply. May not be used on 
immobilised, pinned, or stunned 
units. Intervening mines affect the 
moving unit. Unit may not move 
into prohibited hexes.

COST 2 APs or CAPs
As an action, mark 
any unit as spent.  

Mark as Spent

CoH: Storms of Steel           #6

Mark as Spent (x2)            Card #6
As an action, flip any one enemy 
unit to its spent side. The affected 
unit may no longer activate or 
use APs for the remainder of the 
round. It may use CAPs and Cards. 
This Card may not be played on a 
group, off-board units, or hidden 
units.  

COST 1 CAP
As an activated unit’s action, 

add 1D6 to its APs. 

+1D6 APs

CoH: Storms of Steel           #7

+1D6 APs (x2)                    Card #7
As an action, an activated unit or 
group may roll for additional APs. 
May not be played by a spent 
unit.   Ex: An activated unit plays 
this Card, pays 1CAP, and rolls for 
additional APs. 

COST 2 APs
As an activated unit’s action, 
roll 1D6 and add the result 
to the CAPs track for use 

this turn.

+1D6 CAPs

CoH: Storms of Steel           #8

+1D6 CAPs (x2)                 Card #8
As an action, an activated unit or 
group may roll 1D6 for additional 
CAPs. Add die result to the CAP 
track which may be used by other 
units.  

COST 0 APs or CAPs
Add +2 to the firepower 
of any unit after all other 

modifiers are applied.  

+2 Firepower

CoH: Storms of Steel           #9

+2 Firepower (x2)              Card #9
Play in conjunction with any attack.  
Playing this Card does not 
constitute an action. This Card may 
be used by a group. 

COST 1 CAP
A player takes two actions in 
a row, skipping any opponent 
action. Play this card during 

the first action.   

Dual Actions

CoH: Storms of Steel         #10

Dual Actions (x2)             Card #10
A player may take two actions 
in a row, skipping any opponent 
reaction. Playing this Card does 
not constitute an action. A player 
must announce the use of this Card 
before the first action is taken. This 
Card may be used by a group.

COST 0 APs or CAPs
As an action, place a hasty 

defense counter over any type 
of unit. May not be placed on 

a unit in close combat.    

Hasty Defense

CoH: Storms of Steel         #11

Hasty Defense (x2)          Card #11
As an action, a hasty defense 
counter(s) may be placed on 
any fresh or spent unit or group 
(including vehicles). Hasty Defense 
may not be placed on a unit in CC. 

COST 0 APs or CAPs
After any die roll, a player 
may attempt to modify the 

total by rolling 1D6. 
Result: 1 = -2, 2-6 = +2.

Luck

CoH: Storms of Steel          #12

Luck (x2)                          Card #12
A player may play this Card in an 
attempt to influence his own dice 
result. Playing this Card does not 
constitute an action.

COST 0 APs or CAPs
As an action, roll 1D6.  
Opponent loses CAPs 
equal to the die result: 

1 = 0 CAPs, 2-3 = 1 CAP, 
4-5 = 2 CAPs, 6 = 3 CAPs.    

Sniper

CoH: Storms of Steel         #13

Sniper (x2)                       Card #13
Play as action. Opponent loses 
CAPs immediately for this round only:
Roll 1    = 0CAPs   Roll 2-3 = 1CAP
Roll 4-5 = 2CAPs   Roll 6  = 3CAPs        

COST 0 APs or CAPs
As an action, immobilize 
any vehicle for the rest 

of the round.

Bogged Down

CoH: Storms of Steel          #20

Bogged Down (x1)          Card #20
As an action, immobilize any 
one fresh or spent unit. The 
immobilization counter is removed 
at round’s end. This Card may not 
be played on a group.

COST 1 AP or CAP
As an action, reveal all 

hidden enemy units within 2 
hexes and in the LOS of a 

designated unit.

Reveal Hidden

CoH: Storms of Steel          #30

Reveal Hidden (x2)         Card #30
As an action, choose any one of 
your units. Your opponent must 
reveal all hidden units that are 
within 2 hexes and within the LOS 
of the unit you chose.

COST 2 APs or CAPs
As an action, place a land mine 
within 1 hex of any unhit friendly 

unit not in close combat.

Lay Land Mine

CoH: Storms of Steel          #40

Lay Land Mine (x2)         Card #40
As an action, any one fresh or spent 
infantry unit may lay any available 
mine of its choice on its own or 
adjacent hex, but not on an enemy 
occupied hex. The mine may be 
placed as hidden if out of enemy LOS 
and may be placed by hidden units. 
Cannot be placed by units in CC.

COST 2 APs or CAPs
As an action, remove any land 
mine within 1 hex of any unhit 

friendly unit not in close combat.

Defuse Land Mine

CoH: Storms of Steel          #41

Defuse Land Mine (x1)   Card #41
As an action, any fresh or spent 
infantry unit may remove a mine 
counter from its own hex or within 
one hex of its position. Cannot play 
if in CC or by groups of units.

COST 2 APs or CAPs
As an action, place 

explosive devices to blow up 
fortifications, hindrances, and 
other stuff that may go boom! 

Use only at close range.

Demolition Charge

CoH: Storms of Steel          

FP 8/2 0
Demolition Charge (x1)
May attack with just this Card as an 
action or as dictated by the firefight. 
The demolition charge may not be 
used at a range of 1 or higher.

Cost 2 APs or CAPs
Use as an infantry weapon 

against flank DR. 
May not join group fire.

Flamethrower

CoH: Storms of Steel           

FP 8/3 1
Flamethrower (x1) 
May attack with just this Card as 
an action. Terrain modifiers and 
smoke do not affect a flamethrower. 
May not be used at a range over 1. 
Flamethrowers may not be part of 
a firegroup.

COST 0 APs or CAPs
Infantry/anti-tank weapon. 

May be used at range 1, but 
this is considered long range.

Resolve against flank DR.

Extra Grenades

CoH: Storms of Steel           

FP 5/2 0
Extra Grenades (x1)  
May attack with just this Card as an 
action. Terrain modifiers apply. 
Grenades may be part of a fire-
group. 

COST 2 APs or CAPs
Anti-tank weapon that may 

only be used at close range.
Resolve against flank DR.

Magnetic Mine

CoH: Storms of Steel           

FP 0/6 0 0
Magnetic Mine (x1)
May attack with just this Card 
against vehicles and guns only. No 
terrain modifiers apply. Magnetic 
mines may not be part of a 
firegroup.

COST 0 APs or CAPs
Bottles filled with a gasoline mixture 

used as an infantry/anti-tank 
weapon. May be used at range 1, 
but this is considered long range.

Resolve against flank DR.

Molotov Cocktail

CoH: Storms of Steel           

FP 4/3 0
Molotov Cocktail (x1)
May attack with just this Card as an 
action. Terrain modifiers apply. 
Molotoves may be part of a fire-
group.

COST 2APs or CAPs
Infantry/anti-tank weapon that may 

only be used at close range. For 4APs 
or CAPs the mine may be placed 

as a land mine within one hex of the 
unit’s position. No close combat FP 
modifiers. Resolve against flank DR.

Tellermine

CoH: Storms of Steel           

FP 5/8 0
Tellermine (x1) - 
May attack with just this Card 
against metal objects such as 
vehicles and guns only. 
No terrain modifiers apply. 
Tellermines may not be part of a 
firegroup.

Tellermines may also be 
placed as a land mine within one 
hex of a unit’s position. The same 
rules apply as for the Lay Land 
Mine Card #40.

Action Cards must be played during a player’s turn. Cards paid for with APs must be played on the activated unit or group that paid for it. 
Cards that may be played for no cost or are paid for with CAPs only may be played on any unit on the map. 

Howitzer
Off-Board Artillery
10.5cm leFH18

CoH: Storms of Steel           

FP 5/3
Artillery targets hexes during the 

pre-round sequence this round. Fire 
for effect during pre-round sequence 

next round. Artillery affects target 
hex and 6 surrounding hexes. 

Resolve against flank DR.  

Nebelwerfer
Off-Board Artillery

30cm Rockets

CoH: Storms of Steel           

FP 9/4
Artillery targets hexes during the 
pre-round sequence this round. 
Fire for effect during pre-round 
sequence next round. Artillery 

affects 3 adjacent hexes. 
Resolve against flank DR.  

Katyusha
Off-Board Artillery

132mm M13 Rockets

CoH: Storms of Steel           

FP 7/3
Artillery targets hexes during the 

pre-round sequence this round. Fire 
for effect during pre-round sequence 

next round. Artillery affects target 
hex and 6 surrounding hexes. 

Resolve against flank DR.  

Off-Board Artillery (OBA) 
OBA represent off-board resources 
available to the players as set by a 
firefight. A player must note if he will 
use smoke when targeting in the 
pre-round sequence. The affected 
target hex patterns are printed on 
each Card. 
German: 
10.5cm leFH18 Light Howitzer (x1)
15cm sFH18 Heavy Howitzer (x1)
Nebelwerfer 30cm Rockets (x1)

Soviet: 
122mm m.38 Field Howitzer (x1)
152mm m.36 Field Howitzer (x1)
Katyusha 132mm M13 Rockets (x1)

Bonus: A spent unit is 
marked as fresh if it only 
moved that activation. 
This card must be played 
immediately after the unit is 
flipped.   
Frequency: Play & discard.

Forced March

               CoH: Storms of Steel        #V01   

Forced March (x1)         Card #V01
Played as an action on an activated 
unit. All APs expended by the 
activated unit at the time this Card 
is played must have been spent on 
movement.

Bonus: Unit receives a 
+2 Range and +1FP 
modifier to all of its attacks.
Frequency: Continuous.

Better Equipped

               CoH: Storms of Steel        #V02   

Better Equipped (x1)     Card #V02
Attached to a unit or group of units 
as specified in a firefight. Increases 
a unit’s stats and is not played as 
an action.

Bonus: A pulled “Panicked” 
hit counter does not affect 
the unit and it takes no hit.
Frequency: Continuous.

High Morale

               CoH: Storms of Steel        #V03   

High Morale (x1)            Card #V03
Attached to a unit or group of 
units as specified in a firefight. If a 
panicked counter is pulled, it is as if 
no hit was scored in the first place.

Bonus: Unit receives an 
extra 4APs during its 
activation.
Frequency: Play & discard.

Experience

                CoH: Storms of Steel        #V04   

Experience (x1)             Card #V04
Attached to a unit or group of units 
as specified in a firefight. Increases 
a unit’s AP pool during activation 
from 7APs to 11APs. 
Also affects optional rule 3.01.

Bonus: As an action, a hit 
unit automatically rallies and 
removes the hit counter, even 
if in close combat. No die roll 
is required.
Frequency: Play & discard.

Good Leadership

                CoH: Storms of Steel        #V05   

Good Leadership (x1)   Card #V05
Attached to a unit or group of 
units as specified in a firefight. 
Automatically rallies unit as an 
action.

Bonus: A unit killed in close 
combat drags an opposing 
unit with it into death’s grim 
embrace. The opponent 
chooses which unit to lose. 
Frequency: Play & discard.

Blood & Honor

                CoH: Storms of Steel        #V06   

Blood & Honor (x1)       Card #V06
Play at the time a veteran unit is 
eliminated. The opponent must 
lose the unit that fired and killed 
the veteran unit. If the veteran was 
destroyed by a firegroup, the owner 
chooses which one unit to lose. 

Bonus: A cautiously moving or 
stationary unit senses danger 
and one hidden unit within 2 
hexes of its position and within 
its LOS is revealed by the 
opponent. Playing this card is 
not an action.  
Frequency: 1x per round.

6th Sense

                CoH: Storms of Steel        #V07   

6th Sense (x1)               Card #V07
A player chooses when to play this 
Card, either at the beginning or end 
of an action. May be attached to 
a foot or vehicle unit. Card is still 
effective if cautious movement rules 
are not in effect.

Bonus: A unit may move 
into an adjacent hex with 
no enemy units at no cost 
before the current mortar or 
artillery fire targetting it is 
resolved.
Frequency: Play & discard.

Close Call

                CoH: Storms of Steel        #V08   

Close Call (x1)               Card #V08
When artillery fire is resolved, a 
unit in one of the target hexes may 
move one hex in order to get away 
from the artillery attack. 

Bonus: A unit does not pay 
the +1AP penalty to move 
backwards.  
Frequency: Continuous.

Organized Retreat

                CoH: Storms of Steel        #V09

Organized Retreat (x1) Card #V09
Attached to a unit or group of units 
as specified in a firefight. These 
units are experienced in rapidly 
extract themselves from a bad 
situation. 
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Action Cards
Actions
Action Points (APs)
Anti-Tank Ditch
Anti-Tank (AT) Gun 
Arc of Fire
Air Burst
Airplanes
Altitude (Airplanes)
Armor
Armored Personnel 
     Carrier (APC)
Artillery
Attack Value (AV)
Balkas
Blind Spots - LOS  
Bombs
Bunkers 
Cards 
Casualties 
Close Combat 
Combat - Foot     
Command Actions (CAPs)
Cover from Vehicle
Defense Rating (DR)
Defense Value (DV)  
     From Mortar Fire
Destroyed Units
Die Roll Modifier 
Elevation Bonus
Engineers
Facing
Firepower  
Flank Fire 
Foot Units
Fortifications
Game End 
Group Actions
     Firing
     Movement
     Rally
Gun Pits
Hasty Defense
Hidden Units
High Elevation Bonus
Hills 
Hindrance
Hits / Casualties 
Immobilization 
Infantry Squads
Infantry Guns
Initiative
Killed Units

Section
8.1
3.0
3.0

18.3
16.2
6.1

12.2
20.0
20.1
15.0
16.1

12.3
7.1

11.5
11.4
20.4
18.2
8.0
7.3

7.63
7.0
3.2

15.6
15.0
7.2

12.1
7.3

3.23
11.2
19.0
5.2
7.1
7.2
5.0

18.0
2.4

9.1,9.2
9.12
9.11
9.13
18.2
18.1
10.0
11.2
11.0
18.0 
7.4

14.1
1.1

16.2
2.1
7.3

Line of Sight (LOS) 
     Blind Spots      
     Elevation
Load Unit/Gun
Mines 
Mortars
Movement
      Infantry     
      Cautious
      Vehicles 
Multiple Targets
Obstacles
Off-Board Artillery (OBA)
Open Topped Vehicles
Opportunity Action
Engineers
Pivoting
Players-Multiple
Pre-Round Sequence
Rally 
Range
     Long
     Same hex       
     Short 
Reinforcements
Roads 
Round Over 
Round Sequence
Self Propelled Guns
Shared Activation
Short Range Fire
Smoke 
Snipers 
Solitaire Play 
Spent Unit
Stacking Limits 
Steep Terrain
Suppressed      
Tanks
     Arc of Fire/Turret
Terrain    
Transporting
Trenches
Trucks
Turreted Vehicle
Uphill Bonus
Victory 
Weapon Cards
Wire
Woods 
Veteran Cards

Section
6.0

11.4
11.3
17.0
18.5
12.0

5.0
5.01
14.0
15.1
11.4
12.3
15.4
3.1

19.0
5.3

21.0
2.0
7.5
7.6

7.61
7.63
7.62
5.1
4.0
2.3
2.0

15.5
9.0

7.62
13.0
10.3
21.1
3.0
7.7

11.1
7.4,15.2

15.0
15.5
4.0

17.0
18.2
16.0
15.5
11.2
2.4
8.2

18.4
4.0
8.3

18

Bonus: Automatically win 
initiative for one turn. Play 
this card after losing an 
initiative roll.
Frequency: Play & discard.

Feared Reputation

                CoH: Storms of Steel        #V10

Feared Reputation (x1) Card #V10
A player may wait until after 
initiative rolls have been made 
before he plays this Card. 

Bonus: A hit unit keeps 
its hit marker, but all stats 
and abilities, except for 
movement, are unaffected.  
Frequency: Play & discard.

Iron Will

                CoH: Storms of Steel        #V11

Iron Will (x1)                  Card #V11
Negates the effects of a hit 
marker on a unit’s stats except 
for movement. When played, this 
ability is good for the rest of a unit’s 
activation or any one other type of 
action. Playing this Card is not an 
action. Ex: A unit with a stunned hit 
marker may still fire. 

Bonus: A player receives 
an additional action card. 
Play this card at any time.   
Frequency: Play & discard.

Extra Initiative

                CoH: Storms of Steel        #V12

Extra Initiative (x1)        Card #V12
Playing this Card and pulling an 
additional action Card counts as an 
action. 

Bonus: A hidden unit may 
take any one action without 
being revealed.
Frequency: Play & discard.

Hidden Action

                CoH: Storms of Steel        #V13

Hidden Action (x1)        Card #V13
Play this Card before taking an 
action with any type of hidden unit. 
This unit is not subject to any type 
of a detection test (10.3). Playing 
this Card is not an action.

Bonus: Re-roll any one die. 
(This means one die, not both 
dice.) 
Frequency: 1x per round.

Combat Hardened

                CoH: Storms of Steel        #V14

Combat Hardened (x1) Card #V14
Play this Card after a dice roll. One 
die may be re-rolled. Playing this 
Card is not an action.

Bonus: A unit receives 
a +1DM to its front and 
flank defense ratings (DR).
Frequency: Continuous.

Use of Terrain

                CoH: Storms of Steel        #V15

Use of Terrain (x1)        Card #V15
Attached to a unit or group of units 
as specified in a firefight. May be 
attached to any type of unit.

Bonus: A fighting vehicle 
adds +4FP to a close 
combat attack after all other 
modifiers are applied. 
May not be used by wagons.
Frequency: Play & discard.

Overrun

                CoH: Storms of Steel        #V30

Overrun (x1)                  Card #V30
Card must be played before a dice 
roll. Playing this Card is not an 
action. 

Both players add up 
mid-game victory points, 
then draw a new card.

Score

CoH: Storms of Steel           

Score (x1) 
A firefight will dictate if the score 
Card is mixed into the action 
Card deck. When pulled, follow 
the scoring instructions set by the 
firefight. Pull a new Card after the 
scoring is resolved. 

Objectives are specified 
in the firefight setup 

information.

Objective #1

CoH: Storms of Steel           

Objective 1 - 4 (x4)
Objective Cards are shuffled and 
one is drawn randomly. This Card 
usually defines a player’s secret 
objective for the game. The Card is 
revealed at game’s end.

Resolve firefight event, 
then draw a new card. 

Firefight Event

CoH: Storms of Steel           

Firefight Event (x1) 
The event Card is sometimes mixed 
into an action Card deck and when 
pulled triggers an event set by the 
firefight. Draw a new Card after the 
event is resolved.

The game ends immediately 
and both players add up 

their victory points.

Game Ends

CoH: Storms of Steel           

Game Ends (x1)
The game ends Card is sometimes 
mixed into an action Card deck and 
when pulled ends the game.

1D6 - 1 Six-sided Die
2D6 - 2 Six-sided Dice
AA - Anti-Air
APs - Action Points
APC - Armored Personnel Carrier
AT Gun - Anti-Tank Gun
AtB - Awakening the Bear
AV - Attack Value 
       (AV = FP + 2D6 + CAPs)
CAPs - Command Action Points
CC - Close Combat
CoH - Conflict of Heroes
DM - Defense Modifier
DR - Defense Rating

DV - Defense Value  
        (DV = DR + DM)
FP - Firepower
HMG - Heavy Machine Gun
LMG - Light Machine Gun
LOS - Line of Sight
MG - Machine Gun
MMG - Medium Machine Gun
NA - Not Accessible
OBA - Off-Board Artillery
SMG - Sub-Machine Gun
SPG - Self Propelled Gun         

Abbreviations

Index Table
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AT Rifles #1 

10
12
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3 

PTRD AT Rifle Squad (x4)     1939-45
The PTRD rifle had to be carried by 
2 men and could not penetrate most 
tanks, but it was often the only AT 
alternative the Soviets had.

50mm Mortar #1

2-10

 13

10
13

2 
0 

50mm Light Mortar (x2)       1939-43
The 50mm mortar proved to be too 
underpowered to have any great 
effect on the battlefield.

3 
1 

82mm Mortar #1

3-18

 3

10
13

3
(4)

82mm Mortar (x3)                 1939-45
Most heavily produced Soviet mortar. 
Some had wheels affixed to the 
base for easier movement. Could fire 
indirectly and fire smoke.

3 
8

 4

137

3 45mm ATG #1

10

45mm Anti-Tank Gun (x5)   1939-45
Upgraded from the German PaK36, 
this gun was very versatile, firing 
armor-piercing and high-explosive 
ammo.

4 
11
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3 57mm ATG #1 57LL ZiS-2 AT Gun (x2)         1943-45
The 57LL AT gun had a four meter 
long barrel that fired rounds at a very 
high velocity. 

5 

76.2mm ATG #1

10

 6

10
138 

3 76.2mm ZiS3 AT Gun (x4)     1939-43
The 76 AT gun did not have the muzzle 
velocity of the 57LL, but was used at 
Kursk because of its versatility.
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 13

-2

GAZ #1 GAZ Trucks (x4)                    1939-43
A Ford copy manufactured in Russia, 
the GAZ 2x4 wheel truck was the 
workhorse for the Soviets.

8 18

Churchill MkIII #15 1

4
9

16

Churchill MkIII 6 pdr (x4)      1942-43
This English tank was sent to Russia 
thru the lend-lease program. It was 
originally designed to cross wide 
trenches and shelled terrain.   

11

SU-76m #14 1

8 15
124 

SU-76 76mm ZiS3 (x2)          1943-45
The Suka (SU) tank destroyer was 
not effective against the new German 
tanks, but was good against half-
tracks and infantry. 

11 18

SU-122 #15 1

9
6 15

SU-122 122mm M30 (x3)       1943-45
This assault gun was mounted on a 
T-34 hull and carried a 122mm field 
howitzer.

12 21

SU-152 #16 1

12
7 16

SU-152 ML-20S (x2)               1943-45
The Soviet’s answer to the new Tiger 
tanks, the SU-152 had excellent fire-
power, range, and armor. However, it 
carried very limited ammunition.

9

KV1c #15  1

5 
9

19
22

 1 KV1c Heavy Tank (x3)           1942-44
The most survivable serial-made tank 
at the beginning of the war, its thick 
armor was almost impenetrable.

9 18

T-34b #15 1

5
8

15

T-34b 76.2mm F34 (x1)         1941-43
One of the best tanks of the 
war, this version of the T-34 was 
very spartan in order to increase 
production output.

5

10 19

T-34c #1 1

5
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16

T-34c 76.2mm F34 (x9)          1942-45
A more comfortable turret and 
commander’s cupola was added to 
this version. 

6

T-70 #15  1

3 
6

13
18

 1 T-70 45mm m32/38 (x5)         1942-45
With only a 2 man crew, the 
commander was also the gunner and 
loader. 

9

APC M3 #14  1

3 
2

12
13

 1
+2

M3 APC (x4)                           1943-45
This American armored personnel 
carrier often carried the .50 cal. 
browning HMG, an excellent AA gun 
(some units have AA capability). 

6

M3 Scout #13  1

3 
0

12
13

 1 M3 Scout (x2)                         1943-45
The American made M3A1 scout car  
could patrol, pull guns, and carry up 
to 7 men. It sported up to 3MGs for 
defense, including a .50 cal HMG.

Shturmovik

13

1 4

6
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12

Shturmovik IL-2 (x1)             1942-45
The Ilyushin-2 Shturmovik ground 
attack plane carried two 37mm 
cannons with 50 rounds each.Storms of Steel

Copyright © 2009 Academy Games
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PzIIIn

7

1

175

3 Panzer IIIn 7.5cm L24 (x1)    1943-45
As the PzIII lost its value, many were 
converted to infantry support tanks 
similar to the Pz IVe. 

145 

1

165 7

Pz IVe3 Panzer IVe 7.5cm L24 (x1)   1939-43
An infantry support tank that sported a 
short 7.5cm barrel effective against soft 
targets only. 

145 

1
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11

Pz IVf2 Panzer IVf2 7.5cm L43 (x1)  1942-43
Upgraded to a 7.5cm anti-tank gun, 
making it the new main battle tank for 
the Germans, replacing the aging PzIIIs.

155 
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Pz IVh #1 Panzer IVh 7.5cm L48 (x4)    1943-45
This main battle tank added a new gun, 
better sighting optics, and stand-off side 
armor skirts. 

16
19 21

Panther D #1 1

5
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3 Panther D 7.5cm L70 (x5)     1943-44
The Panther was one of the best all 
around tanks built by the Germans 
though it was plagued  by transmission 
problems at Kursk.

19
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Tiger Ie #1 1

6
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3 Tiger 1e 8.8cm L56 (x4)        1942-44
This was the most advanced tank built 
by the Germans. It was feared for its 
powerful anti-tank gun and accuracy. 

15
8 19

T-34 #1 1

5
8

3 T-34b Captured Tank (x2)     1939-43
The Germans thrived on captured 
equipment. These T-34s were outfitted 
with radio communications. 

153 
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StuG IIIg #14 1

11

StuG IIIg 7.5cm L48 (x3)       1939-43
This self propelled anti-tank gun had a 
low silhouette and strong armor. It had 
no bow machine gun until a later model.  

3 
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Marder II3 1

11

Marder II PaK40 (x1)             1942-43
Anti-tank guns were mounted on old 
tank hulls to create self propelled guns. 
Small size and stealth gave these SPGs 
excellent ambush capabilities. 

3 
18 15
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Marder IIIh4 1

11

Marder IIIh PaK40 (x1)          1942-45
The open hull design gave this SPG’s 
crew much room and an excellent view, 
but they were vulnerable to enemy fire. 

3 
18 14
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Marder IIIm3 1

11

Marder IIIm PaK40 (x1)         1943-45
The anti-tank gun was mounted on the 
back of the hull for better recoil control. 

Ju 87d Stuka
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Stuka Ju87d (x1)                   1943-45
One of the best known dive bombers 
of the war, this infantry support plane 
carried 3cm cannons or bombs.

Hs129b
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Henschel Hs129b (x1)           1942-44
Armed with 2cm or 3cm cannons, this 
plane was designed specifically for 
ground attacks and tank hunting.

Rifles ‘41 #14  1

3 
0

11
126

Rifle ‘41 Squad (x12)            1941-44
A squad of 10-11 men armed with 
bolt action Mosin-Nagant rifles and a 
Degtaryev (DP) light MG.  

 1

0

Rifles ‘43 #1 4

4 11
126

Rifle ‘43 Squad (x6)               1943-45
The ‘43 squad added another LMG 
for a total of two DP LMGs per squad.

3 
0 

 24 Maxim MMG #1 

9
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Maxim MMG Squad (x2)        1939-45
The model 1910 Maxim was heavy 
and cumbersome, but rugged and 
reliable.   

5 11
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SMG #1 

2

SMG Squad (x4)                    1942-45
Men armed almost entirely with PPSh 
sub-machine guns developed for 
close combat house to house fighting.

2 
2 

Sniper #14  1

10
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13

Sniper Squad (x2)                  1941-45
Armed with customized M1891/30 
bolt action rifles, the Soviet sniper 
was a feared unseen force.
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Infantry ‘43 #1 3  1

4 
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Infantry Squad ‘43 (x9)         1943-44
Ten man squad armed with rifles and 
a LMG crew. 

12
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Pz Gren #13  1

5 
0

Panzer Grenadier Squad (x9) 1943-45
Infantry attached to panzer (tank) 
formations and armed with two LMGs 
to lay down heavy suppressive fire.

Pz Engrs  #13  1

2 134
4 1112

Panzer Engineer Squad (x3) 1943-45
Specially trained units used to assault 
and destroy positions. Similar to 
pioneer units.

4 

HMG 34 #1

12

 22

1 12
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HMG 34 Squad (x1)                1939-43
A LMG 34 mounted on a tripod made 
the machine gun very lethal and 
accurate. Fired over 300 rounds/min.

5 10

HMG 42 #1

13
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1 12

HMG 42 Squad (x3)                1942-45
The modified version of the LMG 
34, this HMG was feared for its long 
range lethality.

8cm Mortar #1

3-16

 33
(4)

2
3 

13
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8cm Mortar Squad (x2)         1939-45
Three man crews manned these 
mortars which could fire indirectly. 
They replaced all 5cm mortars.  

13
10
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Snipers #13  1

2
2 

Sniper Squad (x2)                  1941-45
Snipers were often camouflaged and 
carried semiautomatic rifles (Gewehr 
41) with telescopic sights.

102 
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PaK38

11

 43

8

PaK38 5cm AT Gun (x1)        1941-45     
This AT gun was too weak against the 
heavily armed T-34 and KV tanks and 
was useful only at short ranges. 
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PaK40
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11

PaK40 AT Gun(x1)                  1942-45
The 7.5cm rounds finally gave the 
Germans a gun that could stand up to 
the Soviet tanks.   
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Opel #1 Opel Truck (x2)                       1939-45
The southern army at Kursk was lucky 
to have a very mobile force, with trucks 
that carried supplies for the panzers. 
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SdKfz 251/1 #1 
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+2

2 SdKfz 251/1 APC (x9)             1939-45
Heavy duty armored troop transporter 
that could keep up with the tanks. 
Armed with two mounted LMG 34s.

3 12
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SdKfz 251/2 #1 1

2

SdKfz 251/2 APC (x2)             1940-45
Mounted an 8cm mortar. The 251 
became very multi-purpose due to its 
excellent performance.  

5 12
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SdKfz 251/9
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5

SdKfz 251/9 APC (x2)             1942-45
Mounted a 7.5cm KwK 37L gun 
retrieved from upgunned PzIVs and 
was a useful infantry support weapon.
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SdKfz 251/10
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SdKfz 251/10 APC (x2)          1939-43
Mounted a 3.7cm PaK36 anti-tank 
gun good only against older model 
Soviet tanks.

4 11
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SdKfz 251/17

1-15

1

4

2 SdKfz 251/17 APC (x1)          1939-45
Mounted a 2cm Flak38 light anti-
aircraft gun that fired 120 rounds/min.
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PzIIf
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3 Panzer IIf 2cm L55 (x1)          1940-43
Mounting a 2cm L55 gun, tank was 
used as a command and observation 
tank.
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PzIIIh
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3 Panzer IIIh/j 5cm L42 (x1)      1939-43
These tanks were under-gunned by 
this time in the war. 
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PzIIIL #1
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3 Panzer IIIL 5cm L60 (x5)        1942-43
The Pz IIIL was an upgunned version 
of the Pz IIIh, retrofitted with a longer 
barrel and higher velocity 5cm gun.
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PzIIIm Flam
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3 Panzer IIIm Flam (x1)             1943-44
Twin flame projectors were run through 
the barrels of PzIIIs to make a very 
effective bunker busting flame thrower.
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